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OFF-SHORE WIND TURBINE SYSTEM AND METHOD OF INSTALLATION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023160369A1
Solicitantes TRENDSETTER VULCAN OFFSHORE INC [US] 
Resumen An off-shore wind turbine system is assembled using a platform

or jack-up vessel, and a first base anchored to the seafloor at a
bade assembly off-shore location. A buoyant tower is attached
to the first base. A crane provided on the platform or jack-up
vessel is used to lift blades and blades, which are then coupled
to a turbine held in a nacelle provided at the top of the buoyant
tower. The buoyant tower, the nacelle, and the blades are
detached from the first base. The buoyant tower, the nacelle,
and the blades are towed to a wind farm and connected to a
second base provided in the wind farm. The buoyant tower, the
nacelle, and the blades are further stabilized using mooring
lines spanning between the buoyant towers and other bases provided in the wind farm. The first base and/or the
second base include anti-rotation features.

FLOATING WIND SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE WITH T-SHAPED PONTOON

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023160368A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen A moored floating offshore wind semi-submersible platform with

at least three columns characterized in that columns are
supported on a T-shaped underwater hull made up of two
elongated pontoons, where one pontoon is perpendicular to the
other pontoon and a method that allow that the
semi-submersible platform is constructed in hull-assemblies
and blocks at a first location, transported efficiently to a second
location close to the final offshore location where the
hull-assemblies and blocks may be assembled quay-side while
floating in the water. The platform will support at least one wind
turbine on a supporting structure (tower) but may also support
two turbines and in the latter case the platform will be moored
offshore with a mooring turret to allow the platform to align in a
favourable direction to the wind.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023160369A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023160368A1
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Method of Assembling and Deploying a Floating Offshore Wind Turbine Platform

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023159141A1
Solicitantes UNIV OF MAINE SYSTEM BOARD OF TRUSTEES [US] 
Resumen A method of assembling and deploying a floating offshore wind

turbine (FOWT) platform includes floating a buoyant floater and
a hollow outer tank in a floating assembly, placing permanent
ballast material in the outer tank to define a mass, and sinking
the mass to a seabed. The buoyant floater is moved to a
position over the mass. Transit lines are attached between a
lifting device in the buoyant floater and the mass to define a
FOWT platform. The mass is lifted to a point directly under the
buoyant floater and the FOWT platform is towed to an
installation site. Mooring lines are attached between anchors in
the seabed and the buoyant floater, and the mass is lowered to
a depth wherein suspension lines attached thereto are taught,
the mass with the suspension lines defining a suspended mass.
The transit lines are then stored or removed from the mass.

CUSTOMIZED DESIGN METHOD FOR WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082754A1
Solicitantes HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INSTITUTE [CN] 

HUANENG OFFSHORE WIND POWER SCIENCE AND TECH RESEARCH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A modular mounting base and a floating wind turbine, wherein

the modular mounting base comprises a body frame structure
(2), a main buoy (3), and a clamp used for clamping and fixing
the main buoy (3). The clamp is arranged along the
circumferential edge of the body frame structure (2), and the
clamp comprises two semi-rings hingedly connected to the
body frame structure (2) and capable of being opened and
closed, and driving members (41) used for driving at least one
semi-ring to rotate. The clamp is a structural member used for
locking the body frame structure (2) and the main buoy (3), the
semi-rings are driven by the driving members of the clamp to be
opened and closed to achieve quick dismounting and mounting,
thereby facilitating the implementation of modularization,
simplifying the dismounting and mounting process, and
reducing the dismounting and mounting difficulty.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023159141A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023082754A1
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COMPARTMENT HOISTING AND DOCKING METHOD FOR MOUNTING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE BY MEANS OF
FLOATING SHIP

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082524A1
Solicitantes JIANGSU HENGTONG LAND OCEAN ENG CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A compartment (10) hoisting and docking method for mounting

an offshore wind turbine by means of a floating ship. A crane
(50) is arranged on a deck platform (60) of the floating ship, the
crane (50) hoists a compartment (10) provided with a docking
positioning device in advance to a predetermined distance
above a tower (20) by means of a hoisting tool, then the
docking positioning device is connected to the tower (20) by
means of chain hoists (36, 36a, 36b, 36c and 36d), the chain
hoists (36, 36a, 36b, 36c and 36d) are manually operated to
allow flange holes of a compartment flange (11) to be aligned
with flange holes of a tower flange (21), at the same time, the
crane (50) is operated to lower the compartment (10) until
connecting bolts (33) provided in the compartment flange holes
in advance extend into the tower flange holes corresponding
thereto on a one-to-one basis, and finally, the docking
positioning device and the chain hoists (36, 36a, 36b, 36c and
36d) are removed to complete docking construction of the
compartment (20) and the tower (10). The problem of reliable
docking of the compartment and the tower not being able to be
carried out in the process of mounting an offshore wind turbine
by means of the floating ship can be solved, and the problems
of high manufacturing cost and long construction period caused
by large-scale offshore wind turbine mounting by means of a
self-elevating ocean platform or a submersible ocean platform
are solved.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023082524A1
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FLOATING WIND TURBINE SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081849A1
Solicitantes OTHER LAB LLC [US] 
Resumen A system that comprises a hull assembly that includes a

plurality of outer columns including a first outer column, a
second outer column and a third outer column, the plurality of
outer columns surrounding and spaced about a central axis Y.

FLOATING WIND TURBINE SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141253A1
Solicitantes OTHER LAB LLC [US] 
Resumen A system that comprises a hull assembly that includes a

plurality of outer columns including a first outer column, a
second outer column and a third outer column, the plurality of
outer columns surrounding and spaced about a central axis Y.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023081849A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023141253A1
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FLOATING WIND TURBINE SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141340A1
Solicitantes OTHER LAB LLC [US] 
Resumen A method of operating a downwind floating wind turbine

comprising the downwind floating wind turbine floating in a body
of water assuming mean heel angle within a range, the mean
heel angle defined by a mean pitch angle of a central axis Y of
a tower of the downwind floating wind turbine in a direction of
wind; and the downwind floating wind turbine operating with a
maximum rotor misalignment from a horizontal axis that is
perpendicular to gravity while assuming the mean heel angle.
The tower includes a turbine with a nacelle, hub and a plurality
of blades extending from the hub, the plurality of blades
configured to rotate about a rotor axis R, the rotor axis R having
rotor tilt angle defined by an angle of rotor axis R relative to a
perpendicular axis to the central axis Y.

FLOATING FOUNDATION FOR WIND TURBINE GENERATORS

Nº publicación    10/04/2023NO20211211A1
Solicitantes OLSEN NIELS CHRISTIAN [NO] 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating foundation for wind turbine

generators and a method for installing a wind turbine generator
on top of and performing maintenance on said foundation. The
floating foundation includes a tower and two support legs
pivotally connected to the tower, forming a tripod-like structure.
The floating foundation may include hydrodynamic damping
elements and a single point mooring system leaving the
foundation free to weathervane. The invention also relates to a
method for using the structure as a crane, lowering and raising
the turbine platform against and from e.g. a service barge
during maintenance or assembly.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023141340A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=NO20211211A1
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MARINE HYDROGEN CHARGING STATION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075321A1
Solicitantes T M C CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen A marine hydrogen charging station according to one embodiment of the present invention comprises: a wind power

generation unit provided on a buoyant body floating on the sea and generating electricity by using wind power; an
electrolysis unit for electrolyzing seawater by using the electricity generated from the wind power generation unit; and
a hydrogen storage unit for storing hydrogen generated from the electrolysis unit.

ENERGYMASTER - A FLOATING HYBRID TIDAL/WAVE/WIND HARVESTING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023076918A1
Solicitantes UNIV MARYLAND [US] 
Resumen EnergyMaster is an innovative floating hybrid tidal/wave/wind energy harvesting system based on vertical axis

turbines for synergized tidal, wave and wind energy production in agriculture and aquaculture applications.
EnergyMaster can continuously, and simultaneously, harvest wind and tidal energy in a wide range of wind and tidal
current speeds, while providing excellent self-starting capability.

POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139764A1
Solicitantes TATSUMI RYOKI CO LTD [JP] 
Resumen Provided is a power generation system including a wave power

generator that can be configured in a simple manner.The power
generation system 1 includes: a power generation unit including
a wave power generator 11; a power storage unit 40
accumulating electric power obtained by the power generation
unit; a production unit 51 producing at least one of hydrogen
and an organic hydride based on the electric power obtained by
the power storage unit; and a tank 53 located below compared
to the wave power generator 11 and storing at least one of the
hydrogen and the organic hydride obtained by the production
unit 51.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023075321A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023076918A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139764A1
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JIG ASSEMBLY FOR EMBEDDING MONOPILE INTO SEA-BED AND MONOPILE EMBEDDING METHOD USING SAME

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023068614A1
Solicitantes DAEHAN ENG CO LTD [KR] 

KIM JUNG WAN [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a jig assembly for embedding a

monopile into the sea-bed and a monopile embedding method
using the same, by which a floating structure using a monopile
can be easily installed on the sea-bed by using an embodiment
comprising: a monopile having a lower end embedded into a
sea-bed; and an embedding support unit which includes a main
jig pipe detachably coupled to one monopile embedded into the
sea-bed among a plurality of monopiles and supports the
monopiles to enable remaining monopiles among the plurality
of monopiles to be successively embedded into the sea-bed.

FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE SUBSTRUCTURE

Nº publicación    20/04/2023WO2023064962A2
Solicitantes KEYSTONE ENG INC [US] 
Resumen A floating substructure made of a steel structure with ballast

tanks provides buoyancy and stability to support a wind turbine
generator in deep waters. Mooring lines directly attach to the
substructure to provide stability. These mooring lines can also
be directly anchored to the bed of a body of water, such as a
seabed, to control movements. Different types of anchors can
be used depending on the soil characteristic of the bed of the
body of water.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023068614A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023064962A2
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Inter-array cable for floating platforms

Nº publicación    20/04/2023AU2021329416A1
Solicitantes PRINCIPLE POWER INC 
Resumen Inter-array cable (IAC) assemblies, systems, and methods are

disclosed in which a conductive cable between two floating
platforms, e.g., floating wind turbine platforms, is suspended
below the sea surface and above the seabed. One or more
buoyancy sections are included in the cable, which reduces the
static tension on the connection at the floating platform by
reducing the suspended cable weight, and which provides
geometric flexibility, allowing the IAC to comply with platform
motions.

SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE FLOATING PLATFORM FOR MARINE WIND TURBINE (Machine-translation by Google Translate, not
legally binding)

Nº publicación    13/04/2023ES2938666A1
Solicitantes SENER ING & SIST [ES] 
Resumen The invention describes a semi-submersible floating platform

(1) comprising six columns (C V , C L) arranged to form a
triangle so that three vertex columns (C V) are arranged at the
vertices of the triangle and three side columns (C L) are
arranged in the centers of the sides of the triangle, and where
each column (C V , CL) is connected by a respective joining
element (B) to each of the adjacent columns (C V , CL). Also, a
side column (C L) is configured to support the wind turbine (A).
The columns (C V , C L) that do not support the wind turbine
(A) have a weight configured to maintain the center of mass of
the assembly formed by the platform (1) and the wind turbine (A) in the vertical of the center of buoyancy of the
platform (1). (Machine-translation by Google Translate, not legally binding)

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2021329416A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=ES2938666A1
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FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE SUBSTRUCTURE

Nº publicación    13/04/2023US2023113147A1
Solicitantes KEYSTONE ENG INC [US] 
Resumen A floating substructure made of a steel structure with ballast

tanks provides buoyancy and stability to support a wind turbine
generator in deep waters. Mooring lines directly attach to the
substructure to provide stability. These mooring lines can also
be directly anchored to the bed of a body of water, such as a
seabed, to control movements. Different types of anchors can
be used depending on the soil characteristic of the bed of the
body of water.

FLOATING VESSEL FOR ENERGY HARVESTING

Nº publicación    28/02/2023MA58217A1
Solicitantes OFFSHORE POWER PLANT [NO] 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating vessel (1) for energy

harvesting, comprising:a hull (2), and a wave power plant (10).
The wave power plant comprises:an inlet (11) arranged to
receive waves of water, said inlet (11) leading to a transport
channel (12) arranged with an angle to convey and lift water
entering the inlet (11),5said transport channel (12) leading to an
elevated basin (13) arranged to receive water, and said basin
(13) having an outlet to a turbine (14T) below said basin (13),
said turbine (14T) running an electrical generator (14G) for
converting the potential energy of the water to electrical energy.

MOORING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    06/04/2023WO2023052658A1
Solicitantes GAZELLE WIND POWER LTD [IE] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a mooring system for a floating platform (100) that eliminates the pitch and roll

movements of the floating platform (100) by means of several mooring lines (200) attached to the seabed (5), which
are supported on several rotary securing means (2, 3) or pulleys of the floating platform (100) and are all attached to
a shared counterweight (1) that hangs from the platform (100). Each mooring line (200) comprises sublines (200d,
200c) (direct, crossed or diagonal), which maintain the counterweight (1) always coinciding with the central axis (300)
of the floating platform (100). It also eliminates the pendular movement of the counterweight (1) and can be used for
floating platforms (100) with an odd number of projecting structural arms (12). The system can be used in any type of
floating platform (100), although it is specially suited for floating platforms that serve as support for marine wind farms
and maritime leisure platforms.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023113147A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=MA58217A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023052658A1
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Floating offshore wind turbine

Nº publicación    06/04/2023AU2021340834A1
Solicitantes RWE RENEWABLES GMBH 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating offshore wind turbine (100,

200, 300, 400), comprising at least one floating foundation
(104, 204, 304), at least one floating body (106, 206, 30), at
least one anchor assembly (108) designed to secure the
offshore wind turbine (100, 200, 300/400) to an underwater
floor (116, 216, 316) in an anchored state of the offshore wind
turbine (100, 200, 300, 400), and at least one height adjustment
device (112, 212, 312) designed to change the vertical distance
(120, 220, 320) of the floating foundation (104, 204, 304) to the
surface (118, 218, 318) of the underwater floor (116, 216, 316)
and/or to the water surface (114, 214, 314) in the anchored
state on the basis of at least one specified meteorological
environmental parameter of the offshore wind turbine (100, 200,
300, 400).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2021340834A1
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Floating offshore structure

Nº publicación    06/04/2023AU2021340152A1
Solicitantes RWE RENEWABLES GMBH 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating offshore structure (100, 200,

300, 500, 600, 700), in particular a floating offshore wind
turbine (100, 200, 300, 500, 600, 700), comprising at least one
floating foundation (104, 204, 304, 504, 604), at least one
floating body (106, 206, 306, 506, 606), and at least one anchor
assembly (108, 208, 508) designed to secure the offshore
structure (100, 200, 300, 500, 600, 700) to an underwater floor
(116, 216, 316, 516, 616) in an anchored state of the offshore
structure (100, 200, 300, 500, 600, 700), said anchor assembly
(108, 208, 508) comprising at least one anchor connection
(109, 209, 509) which runs between an anchor (110, 210, 510)
and the floating foundation (104, 204, 304, 504, 604), and at
least one position stabilizing device (112, 212, 512, 612)
designed to change the length of the anchor connection (109,
209, 509) between the anchor (110, 210, 510) and the floating
foundation (104, 204, 304, 504, 604) in the anchored state on
the basis of at least one position parameter of the offshore
structure (100, 200, 300, 500, 600, 700) and at least one target
position parameter.

METHOD FOR DETERMINING A SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE RELATIVE TO ITS
ENVIRONMENT

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023105529A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen A sensor system for a floating wind turbine is provided. The

sensor system includes a wind sensor configured to provide a
wind sensor signal indicative of a wind flow; and a processing
unit configured to receive the wind sensor signal and to
determine, based on the wind sensor signal, information
indicative of a spatial arrangement of a floating base of the
floating wind turbine relative to an environment of the floating
wind turbine. Furthermore, a corresponding floating wind
turbine and method of operating a floating wind turbine are
provided.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2021340152A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023105529A1
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METHOD OF INSTALLING ROTOR BLADES ON AN OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023104098A1
Solicitantes VESTAS WIND SYS AS [DK] 
Resumen The invention relates to a method of installing rotor blades (5)

on an offshore wind turbine (2). The method comprises
arranging a tower (1) of the wind turbine at an offshore
installation site. Then a first end (6) of a tensioner (7) is
fastened to at least one of the tower (1), the nacelle (3), and the
hub (4) at a distance above sea level. A second end (8) of the
tensioner is fastened to a holding device (9,15) floating in the
sea at a distance from the tower. Then a pulling force (F) is
applied to the tensioner from the holding device at least part of
the time while the rotor blades are being mounted to the hub,
so that oscillations (M) of the tower due to external forces are
dampened during installation of the rotor blades.

WIND TURBINE COMPRISING VARIABLE SWEPT AREA AND METHOD OF CONTROLLING A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    06/04/2023US2023108917A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen A wind turbine includes tower, a nacelle mounted at the top of

the tower, a rotor mounted rotatable relatively to the nacelle
about a rotation axis and includes at least one blade, wherein
the blade, when rotating about the rotation axis, is configured to
span a swept area, and a control device which is configured to
control an actuator so as to move the swept area.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023104098A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023108917A1
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AUTONOMOUS SEAGOING POWER REPLENISHMENT WATERCRAFT

Nº publicación    03/04/2023CA3183722A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and computer-readable media that

implement autonomous seagoing power replenishment
watercraft. An example system includes a plurality of marine
vessels; a plurality of watercraft, each watercraft of the plurality
of watercraft including a rechargeable electrical power supply
and being configured to operate in: a first mode in which the
watercraft awaits an assignment to provide electrical energy to
a marine vessel of the plurality of marine vessels; a second
mode in which the watercraft performs operations including
keeping station with an assigned marine vessel and providing
electrical energy to the assigned marine vessel from the power
supply; and a third mode in which the watercraft recharges the
power supply from a charging station. The system includes a controller configured to perform operations comprising:
transmitting, to a first watercraft, an instruction indicating an assignment of the first watercraft to provide electrical
energy to a first marine vessel.

Floating ocean current meter observation instrument

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN218783742U
Solicitantes HANGZHOU HAIDOULIANG OCEAN INSTR CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating type ocean current meter observation in strument, which belongs to the technica

l field of floating type ocean current meters, and comprises a base, a key con necting rod can be matched with a
sleev e to drive a generator to rotate under the driving of natural wind, so that th e defect that the generator cannot
rota te under the severe environment of cont inuous cloudy and rainy days is overcom e. The defect that electricity is
gener ated only through solar energy is overc ome, when a cover body is detached, a w hole wind power rotation
mechanism can be separated from an electric generator , personnel can conveniently overhaul i nternal elements, in
the process that a connecting frame rotates around the co ver body, a brush block makes contact w ith the surface of
the cover body and r otates around the cover body, and there fore the efficiency is improved. Accord ing to the solar
photovoltaic panel, st ains on the cover body can be cleaned, the light transmitting effect of the co ver body is
improved, and therefore the power generation effect of the solar p hotovoltaic panel is improved, the brus h block can
only clean the stains on th e cover body at a low rotating speed, t he cover body can be cleaned, and serio us
abrasion between the brush block and the cover body can be prevented.

Offshore wind turbine breeding comprehensive platform

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN218773176U
Solicitantes UNIV SOUTHERN SCI & TECH 
Resumen The utility model provides an offshore wind turbine cultivation comprehensive platform. The offshore wind turbine cul

tivation comprehensive platform compris es a floating platform, a wind turbine assembly and a net cage fixed to the
ce nter of the floating platform. The floa ting platform comprises at least three stand columns and a truss structure. Ea
ch stand column comprises a base, a col umn casing and a U-shaped rail. The net cage comprises at least three side
net s and a bottom net, all the side nets a nd the bottom net enclose to form a pol ygonal net body with an opening in
the top, and the polygonal net body is cons istent with the polygonal frame in sect ion shape. The offshore wind
turbine cu ltivation comprehensive platform compri ses the floating platform, the wind tur bine assembly and the net
cage, the net cage is simple in structure and conven ient to install, and the wind turbine a ssembly and the net cage
are jointly us ed in the sea and synchronously maintai ned, so that the construction cost is r educed, the operation
and maintenance c ost is saved, and the operation efficie ncy and the utilization rate of marine resources are
improved; the net cage is arranged in the center of the floating platform, and the freedom degree of th e net cage in
the sea is limited throug h the floating platform.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CA3183722A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN218783742U
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN218773176U
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Floating unloading and sinking system for suction bucket fan foundation

Nº publicación    31/03/2023CN218779528U
Solicitantes CHINA STATE SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION WIND POWER DEV CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to a floating unloading and sinking system for a suc tion bucket fan foundation. The system

comprises a semi-submerged ship and a f loating crane ship, two pairs of suctio n buckets are arranged on the
semi-subm erged ship, exhaust valves are arranged on the suction buckets, and the suctio n buckets are connected
into a whole th rough a jacket; a pump skid is arranged on the suction bucket; the floating cr ane ship is provided with
a hitching pi ece and a hanging piece, one end of the hanging piece is connected to the floa ting crane ship, the other
end of the h anging piece is connected to the hitchi ng piece, the hitching piece is used fo r being connected with the
jacket, and the floating crane ship and the jacket are connected to a cross cable. Therefo re, the suction bucket and
the jacket a re efficiently and flexibly installed t hrough the system, the high dependence on a large floating crane ship
when the suction bucket fan foundation is insta lled on the sea is reduced, and flexibl e installation can also be
conducted th rough a small floating crane ship.

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING A FLOATING STRUCTURE FOR SUPPORTING A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023099223A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen A method for constructing a wind turbine concrete floater

including a central connector from which radial arms extend,
the central connector carrying a central stability tower, and
each arm carrying an outer stability tower. The method includes
prefabricating the arms, central connector and at least parts of
the stability towers, pre-assembling the central connector with
one arm to form a primary pre-assembly, mounting temporary
flotation devices onto the arms to provide additional buoyancy
to them, floating the primary preassembly and floating the other
arms of the floater, and assembling offshore said primary
preassembly with said other arms.

DISCONNECTABLE MOORING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    30/03/2023US2023094823A1
Solicitantes SLLP 134 LTD [GB] 
Resumen A disconnectable mooring system for offshore

semi-submersible floating structures. A disconnectable buoy
has a number of mooring lines which include a buoy chain
between the mooring chain and the buoy. The mooring chain
and the buoy chain are connected via a three way mooring
connector, with the third connection configured to pull the
mooring connector to a mooring point on the structure. In a first
configuration the buoy is disconnected and supports the
mooring chains for recovery at shallow depths to be pulled in. In
a second configuration, the mooring lines are pulled in via the
mooring connectors thereby providing a spread mooring to the
structure with the buoy chain left as a catenary between the
buoy and mooring point.
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A method and facility for assembling a plurality of floating wind turbines

Nº publicación    30/03/2023AU2021327133A1
Solicitantes FRED OLSEN OCEAN LTD 
Resumen A method and an installation facility for assembling a plurality of

floating wind turbines (12). The method comprising establishing
an installation facility by arranging an installation vessel (1),
having a crane (4), at a sheltered place, mooring a barge (2)
next to said vessel (1 ). Further transporting a plurality of
turbine blades (6), a plurality of tower sections (8) and a
plurality of nacelles (10) to said installation facility, lifting of
these parts onto said installation facility. Further towing a first
floating wind turbine foundation (11 a) to said installation
facility, erecting a tower (8a) on said first foundation (11 a) by
assembling a set of said tower sections (8), installing a nacelle
(10) on top of said tower (8a), installing a set of turbine blades
(6) onto said nacelle (10) to make a completed wind turbine
(12a), and finally towing said first wind turbine (12a) away.

Tension leg type offshore wind power generation platform foundation structure

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218751298U
Solicitantes SHENZHEN SHENDE OCEAN ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to the techni cal field of offshore wind power genera tion, provides a tension leg type offsh

ore wind power generation platform foun dation structure, and aims to solve the problems that when an existing floatin
g wind power platform structure is a lo ng cylindrical shell structure, excessi ve design possibly occurs when a conven
tional orthogonal reinforcing structure is used, so that the structure is comp lex, the steel use amount is large, and the
cost is low. And the overall cost of the platform is difficult to reduce due to high construction and assembly c ost and
long construction period. The t ension leg type offshore wind power gen eration platform foundation structure i s used
for being arranged on a fan towe r barrel and comprises a middle stand c olumn connected with the bottom of the fan
tower barrel, a plurality of tensio n arms, a plurality of angle barrels an d a plurality of inclined struts, and t he tension
arms are arranged in a radia tion mode with the axis of the middle s tand column as the circle center. One e nd of
each tension arm is connected wit h the middle stand column, and the angl e barrels correspond to the tension arm s
one to one and are arranged at the en ds, away from the middle stand column, of the tension arms.

Offshore power generation platform carrying data center

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218751296U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model provides an offshore power generation platform carrying a da ta center. The offshore power

generatio n platform comprises a fan body, a floa ting platform and the data center. The fan main body is fixedly
arranged in th e center of the top of the floating pla tform; and the data center is arranged in the fan body, and the
data center ca n be located below the sea level. Accor ding to the offshore wind power generat ion platform, the large
data center is carried in the offshore wind power gene ration platform, sea area resources can be fully utilized for heat
dissipation and cooling of the data center, power is supplied to the data center through the fan body, and the energy
consumptio n problem of the data center is solved.
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Floating platform for offshore wind turbine

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218751295U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model provides a floating p latform for an offshore wind turbine. T he floating platform comprises a wind t

urbine body, a floating assembly and a wind turbine platform. The fan body is arranged in the center of the top of th e
floating assembly, and the floating a ssembly is used for providing buoyancy for the fan body; the fan platform is a
rranged on the outer wall of the fan ma in body, and the fan platform is used f or placing accessory equipment; when
on e part of the base of the fan body is n ot below the sea level, at least one pa rt of the floating assembly is located
above the sea level, and the fan platfo rm is located above at least one part o f the floating assembly. According to t
he floating platform for the offshore w ind turbine, the wind turbine platform is arranged on the outer wall of the wi nd
turbine body, and on the premise tha t no extra structure is added and the s tability and motion performance of the
wind turbine are not affected, placemen t of accessory equipment and follow-up operation and maintenance work on
the f loating platform are facilitated to the maximum extent.

Floating type wind power generation platform and floating type wind power generation system

Nº publicación    28/03/2023CN218751292U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model is suitable for the f ield of wind power generation, and disc loses a floating type wind power genera

tion platform and a floating type wind power generation system.The floating ty pe wind power generation platform
compr ises at least two ship bodies and at le ast two supporting parts used for insta lling draught fans, and the at least
tw o ship bodies are arranged side by side in the horizontal direction; one ends of two adjacent ship bodies are
connect ed, and the other ends are far away fro m each other; the two adjacent ship bod ies obliquely extend from
one end to th e other end in the trend that the dista nce between the two ship bodies is grad ually increased. The top
of each ship b ody extends upwards to form a supportin g part, and every two adjacent supporti ng parts are
symmetrically and obliquel y arranged in the direction away from t he gravity center of the corresponding supporting
part. The floating type wind power generation platform can carry a plurality of fans and can reduce mutual influence
among the fans during wind p ower generation, so that the power gene ration efficiency of each fan is improv ed.

Floating type double-fan system

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218717261U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model is suitable for the f ield of offshore wind power, and disclo ses a floating type double-fan system w

hich comprises at least two floating ty pe fans, the two floating type fans are arranged in a spaced mode, each floati
ng type fan comprises a floating body a nd a fan, and the fans are arranged on the floating bodies; the two ends of th
e connecting beam are connected with th e two adjacent floating bodies respecti vely. According to the floating type
do uble-fan system, the two floating type fans are connected through the connecti ng beam, the width of one side of
the c onnecting beam of a single floating bod y is increased, in this way, overall ro llover can be avoided, the
anti-tilting stability of the floating type double- fan system is improved, and the stabili ty of offshore wind power
generation is guaranteed.

Ocean self-floating buoy

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218703746U
Solicitantes QINGDAO XINYA ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to an ocean s elf-floating buoy which comprises a pro tective layer, a base is fixedly instal led

in the protective layer, a first su pporting column is fixedly installed on the top of the base, solar panels are fixedly
installed on the left side and the right side of the top of the base, and ladders are fixedly installed on th e front portion
and the rear portion of the top of the base. A controller and a storage battery are sequentially and fixedly installed in
the first supporti ng column from top to bottom, the stora ge battery is electrically connected wi th a transmission line,
an overwater de tection equipment table is fixedly inst alled at the top of the first supportin g column, and underwater
detection equi pment grooves are formed in the left si de and the right side of the bottom of the protection layer.
According to the ocean self-floating buoy, the wind powe r generation detector, the generator so lar panel, the storage
battery, the con troller, the protective layer, the base , the balancing weight and the zinc blo ck are arranged, so that
the buoy can s till provide continuous and stable powe r supply for the buoy in severe weather , and damage to the
ocean buoy caused b y the severe weather is reduced; the pu rpose of enhancing the cruising ability of the ocean
buoy is achieved.
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Facility combining offshore wind power floating foundation and deep sea culture

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218717260U
Solicitantes CCCC MARINE CONSTRUCTION & DEV CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to a facility combining an offshore wind power float ing foundation and deep and far sea cul

ture. The facility comprises a wind dri ven generator, a frame floating body an d a base. A base is fixed above the fra
me floating body, and a wind driven gen erator is fixed above the base; the bot tom of the frame floating body is
conne cted with an anchor chain for fixing a seabed, the center of the frame floatin g body is provided with a vertical
cent ral stand column, the upper end of the central stand column is connected with a base, and the internal space of
the b ase serves as an equipment cabin; the t op of the base is connected with a towe r drum of the wind driven
generator thr ough a connecting flange, and the inter nal space of the base is communicated w ith the tower drum; a
plurality of aisl es are arranged at the top of the frame floating body; a concrete fixed ballas t is arranged at the
bottom of the fram e floating body, a plurality of pipe bo dies are further arranged on the frame floating body, and the
interiors of the pipe bodies serve as ballast tanks. Th e semi-submersible frame type floating body and the deep sea
aquaculture net c age are combined into a whole, green en ergy development and green aquaculture can be carried
out at the same time, an d the defect that the cost is high due to the fact that a floating type wind p ower floating body
is independently man ufactured is overcome.

Yaw brake device of wind turbine generator

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218717238U
Solicitantes SHANDONG HONGYU MACHINERY TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a yaw brake device of a wind turbine generator, wh ich comprises a brake seat, a brake

dis c and two groups of brake oil cylinders , and a clamping opening is arranged on one side of the brake seat.
According to the utility model, the brake block i s arranged to be in a suspension type a nd can be driven to float
through the f irst spring, when braking is needed, th e extension shaft of the brake oil cyli nder extends out to drive the
pressing block to press the brake block, and the friction plate on one side, facing the brake disc, of the brake block is
in c ontact with the brake disc, so that the brake disc is fixed through the oil pr essure of the brake oil cylinder; four
groups of friction plates are arranged on the brake block, the abrasion condit ion of the friction plates is detected
through the ultrasonic ranging probe, a nd when the brake block needs to be rep laced, the brake block is driven by
the direction adjusting oil cylinder to ro tate by 90 degrees and can be continuou sly used, so that the manual
replacemen t frequency can be greatly reduced, the manual labor intensity is reduced, and the shutdown
maintenance time of a win d turbine generator is shortened; and t he power generation efficiency in unit time is
improved.

Mooring pile system of floating type offshore wind power fan

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218703744U
Solicitantes POWERCHINA OFFSHORE WIND POWER ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a mooring p ile system of a floating type offshore wind power fan. The mooring pile system

comprises mooring piles A and mooring piles B which are distributed at interv als and fixed to the seabed during cons
truction. The mooring cable A and the m ooring cable B are used for mooring and fixing the floating body platform on t
he mooring pile A and the mooring pile B. The mooring cable A is wound around the rear side of the mooring pile A
and then extends to the front side of the mooring pile B. The mooring cable B is wound around the rear side of the
moori ng pile B and then extends to the front side of the mooring pile A. The moorin g cable A and the mooring cable
B are d istributed on one side of the mooring p ile A and the mooring pile B in a cross ed mode. The two ends of the
mooring ro pe A and the two ends of the mooring ro pe B which are arranged in a crossed mo de are mooring and
fixed to the floatin g body platform so that the mooring rop e A, the mooring rope B, the mooring pi le A and the
mooring pile B can be loca ted on one side of the floating body pl atform, the problem that the mooring as sembly can
occupy too much sea surface around the floating body is solved, and the influence on production operation of
offshore fishermen is reduced.
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Tension leg type floating wind power platform applying compressed air ballast adjusting system

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218703779U
Solicitantes SHENZHEN SHENDE OCEAN ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a tension l eg type floating wind power platform ap plying a compressed air ballast adjusti

ng system, which comprises a floating p latform, the floating platform comprise s a stand column and a tension arm
conn ected with the stand column, a ballast tank is arranged in the tension arm, an d the bottom of the ballast tank is
pro vided with an opening for seawater to e nter and exit; the compressed air balla st adjusting system comprises a
U-shape d pipe, an air inlet and outlet pipe an d a water inlet pipe, and the two ends of the U-shaped pipe are
arranged in th e ballast tank and the stand column res pectively; the air inlet and outlet pip e and the water inlet pipe
are both arr anged in the stand column and communica ted with the U-shaped pipe. According t o the tension leg type
floating wind po wer platform applying the compressed ai r ballast adjusting system, the compres sed air ballast
adjusting system is ado pted, and the floating platform is cont rolled to float or sink on the sea surf ace through the
compressed air ballast adjusting system; the compressed air ba llast adjusting system is simple in pip eline structure,
easy to install and sm all in occupied space in the floating p latform.

TLP floating wind power generation platform with inhaul cable tension structure

Nº publicación    24/03/2023CN218717262U
Solicitantes SHENZHEN SHENDE OCEAN ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a TLP float ing type wind power generation platform with an inhaul cable tension structure .

The TLP floating type wind power gene ration platform comprises a middle supp orting assembly; the power
generation f an is rotationally connected to the mid dle supporting assembly; the at least t hree tension arms are
arranged on the m iddle supporting assembly; the at least three inhaul cables are arranged corre sponding to the
tension arms, one ends of the inhaul cables are connected to t he middle supporting assembly, and the other ends of
the inhaul cables are con nected to the tension arms; the inhaul cable is matched with the middle suppor ting
assembly and the tension arm to fo rm a foundation structure of the wind p ower generation platform. According to the
wind power generation platform, at least three tension arms are evenly con nected to the periphery of the middle s
upporting assembly, the inhaul cables a re connected between the tension arms a nd the middle supporting assembly
to st abilize the middle supporting assembly, and the inhaul cables serve as incline d strut structures to replace a rod
pie ce structure of a traditional wind powe r generation platform. And moreover, th e wind power generation platform
is con venient to disassemble and assemble, an d the construction and assembly cost of the wind power generation
platform is reduced.
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METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING WIND POWER GENERATOR BY USING INSTALLATION SHIP FOR FLOATING-TYPE
OFFSHORE WIND POWER GENERATION

Nº publicación    23/03/2023US2023086622A1
Solicitantes ACE E&T ENGINEERING & TECH [KR] 
Resumen A method for assembling a wind power generator includes

placing and fixing a tower of a floating-type offshore wind power
generation device to a tower standing frame, fixing and stacking
blades of the floating-type offshore wind power generation
device on a first mount and a second mount, using a carriage to
move a blade installing structure including a blade assembly
table formed on a first side and a blade carrier formed on a
second side opposite to the first side, vertically moving the
blade carrier below the blades, vertically moving the blade
carrier to correspond to the height of the blade assembly table
in a state in which the blade is gripped by the blade installer,
moving the blade installer from the second side to the first side,
and assembling the blade to a nacelle formed at one end of the
tower.

FLOATING PLATFORM DEVICE FOR WIND TOWER AND ASSEMBLY METHOD (Machine-translation by Google Translate, not
legally binding)

Nº publicación    17/03/2023ES2936557A1
Solicitantes BLUENEWABLES SL [ES] 
Resumen The present invention refers to a device for the support and

foundation of a wind tower. Said device comprises a main body
(1) made at least partially of concrete. It also comprises a
transition piece (2) attached to the main body (1) and a plurality
of installation elements (3) located on the main body. The
transition piece (2) includes a housing (4) to install a wind
tower, and each installation element (3) includes a through hole
(5) to install a tendon anchor. (Machine-translation by Google
Translate, not legally binding)
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METHODS OF SECURING A VESSEL DURING TRANSPORTATION, OFF-LOADING, AND INSTALLATION OF WIND TURBINE
COMPONENTS

Nº publicación    16/03/2023US2023081951A1
Solicitantes CROWLEY WIND HOLDINGS INC [US] 
Resumen A method of transporting a first vessel having wind turbine components to an offshore installation vessel. The method

includes (i) securing the first vessel to a second vessel using a first tow line attached to a front end (or bow) of the first
vessel, and (ii) securing the first vessel to a third vessel using a second tow line attached to a back end (or stern) of
the first vessel. The method further includes transporting the first vessel to the offshore installation vessel using the
second vessel and the third vessel secured to the first vessel via the first and second tow lines, respectively. The
method also includes securing the first vessel to the offshore installation vessel. The first vessel can include one or
more fender walls. The first vessel can be secured to the offshore installation vessel using one or more mooring lines.

SERUM-FREE MEDIUM FOR CULTURING A BOVINE PROGENITOR CELL

Nº publicación    16/03/2023US2023083026A1
Solicitantes MOSA MEAT B V [NL] 
Resumen A method for culturing a bovine progenitor cell, comprising the

step of: culturing a bovine progenitor cell in a serum-free
medium for culturing a bovine progenitor cell, wherein said
serum-free medium comprises an albumin; and a fibroblast
growth factor (FGF).
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Mounting structure of floating type offshore wind turbine foundation berthing pile buffer rubber

Nº publicación    14/03/2023CN218622095U
Solicitantes MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating type offshore wind turbine foundation b erthing pile cushion rubber installatio n

structure which comprises cushion rub ber, a pressing plate, a plurality of s tuds and bolt fasteners, the studs are
arranged on the outer wall of a berthin g pile at intervals in the length direc tion of the berthing pile, the cushion rubber
is of a cylindrical structure, a nd the pressing plate is arranged on th e outer wall of the berthing pile. A pl urality of
mounting holes and a plurali ty of process holes are formed in the t wo sides of the outer wall of the cushi on rubber at
intervals in the length di rection of the cushion rubber, the stud s penetrate through the mounting holes in a
one-to-one correspondence mode, th e cushion rubber is tightly attached to the outer wall of the berthing pile, t he
pressing plate is arranged in the cu shion rubber, and a plurality of throug h holes are formed in the pressing plat e at
intervals in the length direction of the pressing plate. And the pressing plate is tightly attached to the inner wall of the
cushion rubber, the throug h holes are aligned with the studs one by one, and bolt fasteners sequentially penetrate
through the process holes an d the through holes to be matched with threaded holes in the centers of the st uds, so
that the cushion rubber is inst alled on the berthing pile. The buffer rubber can effectively solve the proble ms that
existing buffer rubber is incon venient to install and maintain, not fi rm in installation

Telescopic floating type wind power blade cabin cover

Nº publicación    14/03/2023CN218624523U
Solicitantes XINQING ENVIRONMENTAL TECH LIANYUNGANG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a telescopi c floating type wind power blade cabin cover which comprises a lower cabin

cov er body and an upper cabin cover body, notches are symmetrically formed in the outer side wall of the lower
cabin cov er body, and sliding grooves matched wi th the lower cabin cover body are symme trically formed in the
lower side wall of the upper cabin cover body. The inne r bottom wall of the notch located on t he right side is fixedly
connected with a guide rod extending to the interior of the upper cabin cover, the inner bot tom wall of the notch
located on the le ft side is rotationally connected with a lead screw extending to the interior of the upper cabin cover,
and the outer wall of the lead screw is fixedly slee ved with a rotating plate. According to the wind power blade cabin
cover lifti ng device, the upper cabin cover moves up and down, lifting adjustment of the wind power blade cabin
cover is achieve d, the use requirement can be met, use is convenient and fast, popularization is easy, the movement
state of the lead screw is controlled through movement o f the clamping rod, and therefore the s tability of the upper
cabin cover is be tter guaranteed.

Auxiliary installation tool for floating-assisting air bag

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218595882U
Solicitantes HUADIAN HEAVY IND CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating- assisting air bag auxiliary installatio n tool which comprises an auxiliary han ging

bracket used for bearing a floatin g-assisting air bag, the auxiliary hang ing bracket is used for being connected with a
crane through a sling, at least one end of the auxiliary hanging brack et is an extending-in end capable of ex tending
into a single pile foundation, and a hanging bracket limiting leg is a rranged on the lower side of the extend ing-in end.
The hanging bracket limitin g leg is used for being connected with a connecting flange of the single pile foundation in
a limiting mode. The trac tion winch is used for being arranged a t the end, away from the connecting fla nge, of the
single pile foundation, and a traction rope of the traction winch is used for being connected with one en d of the
floating assisting air bag. Ac cording to the auxiliary installation t ool for the floating-assisting air bag, the lifting
efficiency of the floating -assisting air bag is improved, the aux iliary lifting frame is not prone to di sengaging from the
pile top of a single pile foundation by arranging the lifti ng frame limiting legs, and the in-plac e difficulty of the
auxiliary lifting f rame is reduced.
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Floating offshore wind turbine floating body and steel bearing platform installation construction structure

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218594531U
Solicitantes POWERCHINA OFFSHORE WIND POWER ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating type offshore wind turbine floating bod y and steel bearing platform installati on

construction structure which compris es the steps that a bearing platform fi xed to the seabed is constructed; the f
loating body platform can sink by drivi ng ballast water, and the floating body platform is stably supported by sinkin g
the bottom of the floating body platf orm and installing the floating body pl atform on the three bearing platforms d
istributed in a triangular shape. The b earing platform is stably supported fro m the bottom of the floating body platf
orm, so that the floating body platform is prevented from being moored on the sea surface in multiple directions by e
xternal expansion and extension of a mo oring cable, and the problem that the e xtension of the mooring cable
occupies too much sea surface to influence sea f ishing operation of a channel is solved .

Pile-leaning mooring installation construction structure of floating type offshore wind power fan

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218594532U
Solicitantes POWERCHINA OFFSHORE WIND POWER ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a pile moor ing installation construction structure of a floating type offshore wind power

fan. The pile mooring installation con struction structure comprises a constru ction structure which is formed by moor
ing and fixing a floating body platform on the sea surface through a mooring p ile system and combining a self-elevati
ng fan hoisting platform to provide a b earing foundation for overall assembly of the fan. The deck of the self-elevat
ing fan hoisting platform is combined w ith the floating body platform fixed to the sea surface through the mooring pi le
system to jointly provide a bearing foundation, a fan is integrally assembl ed to the floating body platform, the p
roblem that the unit area of an ashore wharf cannot bear loads generated by as sembling the fan is solved, and the
con struction progress cannot be guaranteed .

Floating offshore wind turbine floating body and steel bearing platform stress construction structure

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218594530U
Solicitantes POWERCHINA OFFSHORE WIND POWER ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating type offshore wind turbine floating bod y and steel bearing platform stress con

struction structure which comprises a f loating body platform. The mooring pile A, the mooring pile B and the mooring
pile C are distributed on the same side at intervals, the mooring pile A is co nnected with the floating body platform
through the mooring cable A, the moori ng pile B is connected with the floatin g body platform through the mooring
cab le B, and the mooring pile C is connect ed with the floating body platform thro ugh the mooring cable C; the
mooring ro pe A and the mooring rope B are connect ed to the two ends of the floating body platform in a crossed
mode, and the mo oring rope C is connected to the end, a way from the crossed point of the moori ng rope A and the
mooring rope B, of th e floating body platform. Due to the fa ct that the mooring rope A and the moor ing rope B which
are connected to the t wo ends of the floating body platform i n a crossed mode are combined with the mooring rope
C, rotating force is appli ed to the floating body platform to adj ust the direction angle, and the proble m that the
direction angle of the float ing body platform cannot be adjusted du e to the fact that a tugboat is directl y connected
to the tail end of the floa ting body platform through the mooring ropes for consignment is solved.

Floating type wind power generation platform and floating type wind power generation system

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218598297U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model is suitable for the f ield of wind power generation, and disc loses a floating type wind power genera

tion platform and a floating type wind power generation system. The floating t ype wind power generation platform
comp rises a first transverse connecting pie ce and at least two floating supporting parts, the two floating supporting
par ts are arranged on the water surface at intervals in the horizontal direction so as to provide an installation place
for a draught fan, and the first transv erse connecting piece comprises a first connecting rod and an outwards-extendi
ng plate; the two ends of the first con necting rod are connected to the two ad jacent floating supporting parts corres
pondingly, and the outwards-extending p late extends from the outer side wall o f the first connecting rod in the direc
tion away from the center of the first connecting rod. According to the floati ng type wind power generation platform,
vortex motion of a flow field can be g reatly increased, kinetic energy of flu id is more converted into internal ener gy
of the fluid, damping of swaying mot ion of the floating type wind power gen eration platform is further increased, and
the motion amplitude of the floatin g type wind power generation platform i n waves is reduced.
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Floating structure of pile cylinder composite jacket foundation

Nº publicación    10/03/2023CN218594533U
Solicitantes UNIV ZHEJIANG 

YANGJIANG OFFSHORE WIND POWER LABORATORY 
Resumen The utility model discloses a pile cyli nder composite jacket foundation floati ng structure which comprises a tower cy

linder base, trusses are arranged at th e bottom of the tower cylinder base, ja ckets used for supporting are arranged
between the trusses, suction cylinders are fixedly arranged at the bottom ends of the trusses, and buoyancy materials
are filled in inner cavities of the su ction cylinders. And a single pile foun dation is arranged above the suction ba rrel.
During transportation, the suctio n barrel is filled with solid buoyancy materials, or the air bag arranged in t he suction
barrel is inflated, so that the air bag is bulged, and buoyancy is provided. And then the pile barrel comp osite jacket
foundation floating struct ure is laterally toppled or vertically placed into seawater and is directly dr agged to a
designated position through a tugboat, and foundation hypothesis ca n be completed by removing the buoyancy
material. The device has the advantage s that the installation is convenient, the air bag, the solid buoyancy materia l
and the buoy can be repeatedly used, and the stability is good.

Device and Method for Erecting a Wind Turbine with a Tower and Two Booms Extending from the Tower

Nº publicación    09/03/2023US2023070638A1
Solicitantes AERODYN CONSULTING SINGAPORE PTE LTD [SG] 
Resumen Device for erecting a wind turbine with a floating foundation, a

tower arranged on the floating foundation and two booms
extending from the tower, with an energy conversion unit that is
arranged in each case at a free end of a boom and has a rotor,
characterized by an auxiliary tower with a rope system,
connected to a winch, for lifting the energy conversion units that
are connected by the booms to the tower of the wind turbine.

SYSTEM FOR TEMPORARILY HOLDING, DURING PILING OPERATIONS, A FOUNDATION PILE INTENDED TO RECEIVE
THE MAST OF AN OFF-SHORE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    09/03/2023US2023073785A1
Solicitantes REEL [FR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a system for the temporary holding, during pile

driving operations, of a foundation pile intended to receive the
mast of an offshore wind turbine. The temporary holding system
includes a sleeve intended to receive a section of the
foundation pile and a support frame intended to be secured to a
floating device. The support frame includes a slide and an
actuator, arranged to generate displacements of the sleeve
according to the two translational degrees of freedom. The slide
includes at least one rolling element including a cylindrical
roller.
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Hull structure for a semi-submersible wind power turbine platform

Nº publicación    07/03/2023SE2250755A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen The invention concerns a hull structure (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 51) for a semisubmersible wind power turbine platform

(100), wherein the hull structure (10) comprises: first, second and third buoyant stabilizing columns (1, 2, 3) extending
in a substantially vertical direction; first, second and third elongated submersible pontoon structures (11, 12, 13)
extending in a substantially horizontal direction; wherein the hull structure (10) has a general shape of a triangle in the
horizontal plane with the first, second and third pontoon structures (11, 12, 13) forming sides of the triangle; wherein
the pontoon structures (11-13) extend between and connects to the columns (1-3) at lower parts thereof (1c, 2c, 3c);
and wherein the third pontoon structure (13) is arranged so that an upper side (13a) of the third pontoon structure is
located at a lower level in the horizontal direction than an upper side (11a, 12a) of each of the first and second
pontoon structures (11, 12). The invention also concerns a method for loading a set of hull structures of the above
type onto a semi-submersible cargo carrying marine vessel, and to a marine vessel carrying a set of hull structures of
the above type.

Mooring system for floating wind turbine

Nº publicación    02/03/2023AU2021321330A1
Solicitantes EQUINOR ENERGY AS 
Resumen A wind turbine system comprises a rotationally asymmetric

floating wind turbine installation and a rotationally asymmetric
mooring system connected to the floating wind turbine
installation. The mooring system comprises a plurality of
mooring lines connected, directly or indirectly, to the floating
wind turbine installation such that the mooring system has a
lower yaw stiffness when a wind acting on the wind turbine
installation comes from 0° than when a wind acting on the wind
turbine installation comes from ± 90°. A wind coming from 0° is
defined as a wind direction when the horizontal part of the
aerodynamic rotor thrust force resulting from the wind is
directed towards the centre of gravity of the floating wind
turbine installation.

Water surface floating clean energy power generation and energy storage device

Nº publicación    03/03/2023CN218563796U
Solicitantes MO YIFAN 
Resumen The utility model belongs to the field of wind power generation, and relates t o a water surface floating clean energy

power generation and energy storage de vice which comprises an energy storage system installation box, an air hole
is formed in the top of the energy storag e system installation box, an inner sle eve is fixedly connected to the top of
the energy storage system installation box, and a fan tower is fixedly connect ed to the top of the inner sleeve. Acco
rding to the wind power generation devi ce, the vertical shaft wind driven gene rator is applied, a wind aligning syste
m is not needed, the floating base for wind power generation does not need to be made to be large enough to ensure
st ability, cost is greatly reduced, store d energy is moved to the water below th e generator from the land, the
environm ent temperature fluctuation of the stor ed energy is small, and the wind power generation device has the
advantages of being energy-saving, environment-frien dly, energy-saving and environment-frie ndly. The energy
storage life is prolon ged, and part of submarine cables are s aved.
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Mooring system for floating wind turbine

Nº publicación    28/02/2023BR112023001976A2
Solicitantes EQUINOR ENERGY AS [NO] 
Resumen A wind turbine system comprises a rotationally asymmetric

floating wind turbine installation 1 and a rotationally asymmetric
mooring system 15a-c, 16 and 17connected to the floating wind
turbine installation. The mooring system comprises a plurality of
mooring lines 15a-c connected, directly or indirectly, to the
floating wind turbine installation such that the mooring system
has a lower yaw stiffness when a wind acting on the wind
turbine installation comes from 0° than when a wind acting on
the wind turbine installation comes from +/- 90°. A wind coming
from 0° is defined as a wind direction when the horizontal part
of the aerodynamic rotor thrust force resulting from the wind is
directed towards the centre of gravity of the floating wind
turbine installation. A method of mooring a rotationally
asymmetric floating wind turbine with a rotationally asymmetric
mooring system is also disclosed.

AUTONOMOUS SEAGOING POWER REPLENISHMENT WATERCRAFT

Nº publicación    02/03/2023US2023064908A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and computer-readable media that

implement autonomous seagoing power replenishment
watercraft. An example system includes a plurality of marine
vessels; a plurality of watercraft, each watercraft of the plurality
of watercraft including a rechargeable electrical power supply
and being configured to operate in: a first mode in which the
watercraft awaits an assignment to provide electrical energy to
a marine vessel of the plurality of marine vessels; a second
mode in which the watercraft performs operations including
keeping station with an assigned marine vessel and providing
electrical energy to the assigned marine vessel from the power
supply; and a third mode in which the watercraft recharges the
power supply from a charging station. The system includes a controller configured to perform operations comprising:
transmitting, to a first watercraft, an instruction indicating an assignment of the first watercraft to provide electrical
energy to a first marine vessel.
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AUTONOMOUS SEAGOING POWER REPLENISHMENT WATERCRAFT

Nº publicación    02/03/2023US2023064567A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and computer-readable media that

implement autonomous seagoing power replenishment
watercraft. An example system includes a plurality of marine
vessels; a plurality of watercraft, each watercraft of the plurality
of watercraft including a rechargeable electrical power supply
and being configured to operate in: a first mode in which the
watercraft awaits an assignment to provide electrical energy to
a marine vessel of the plurality of marine vessels; a second
mode in which the watercraft performs operations including
keeping station with an assigned marine vessel and providing
electrical energy to the assigned marine vessel from the power
supply; and a third mode in which the watercraft recharges the
power supply from a charging station. The system includes a controller configured to perform operations comprising:
transmitting, to a first watercraft, an instruction indicating an assignment of the first watercraft to provide electrical
energy to a first marine vessel.

WIND POWERED OFFSHORE WATER PRODUCTION FACILITY AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SUCH A FACILITY

Nº publicación    02/03/2023US2023064994A1
Solicitantes SINGLE BUOY MOORINGS [CH] 
Resumen An offshore water production facility to be located on a body of

water includes a floating object, at least one wind turbine, a
power generator that is coupled to the wind turbine and a water
production system. The floating object includes a plurality of
buoyancy assemblies that support at least one column on
which a wind turbine is mounted. On the at least one column
further a process equipment deck is mounted below an
operating area of the wind turbine and above a water surface
level. The water production system is arranged on the process
equipment deck, and the water production system is configured
for subsea well water-injection and includes an ultra-filtration
unit and a membrane de-aeration unit for water to be injected.
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Aquatic fishery breeding platform

Nº publicación    28/02/2023CN218542482U
Solicitantes SHANGHAI QIHUA WHARF ENG CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to the techni cal field of aquatic fishery breeding p latforms, in particular to an aquatic f ishery

breeding platform which comprise s a floating island body, and a fishpon d through groove is formed in the top e nd of
the floating island body. Through the arrangement of the wind driven gen erator box body, the rotating blades, t he
photovoltaic panel, the electric ene rgy storage cabinet and the swing type wave energy power generation equipment,
in actual use, wind energy can be conv erted into electric energy through the arrangement of the rotating blades and
the wind driven generator box body, sol ar energy can be converted into electri c energy through the arrangement of
the installation supporting frame and the photovoltaic panel, and the wind driven generator box body and the swing
type wave energy power generation equipment are integrated. Through the arrangement of the mounting base and
the swing typ e wave energy power generation equipmen t, wave breaking energy can be converte d into electric
energy, through the arr angement of the structure, the diversit y of energy supply of the water fishery breeding
platform is guaranteed, and t hen the problems that most of existing water fishery breeding platforms do not have
multi-energy supply, and in actua l use, the service life of the existing water fishery breeding platforms is pr olonged
are solved. In addition, the en ergy-saving and energy-saving device is simple in structure and easy to popula rize.

Floating type fan platform for ship and ocean engineering

Nº publicación    24/02/2023CN218519815U
Solicitantes JIANG SHANCHAO 
Resumen The utility model discloses a floating type fan platform for ship and ocean en gineering, which comprises a floating p

latform, a fixing assembly is arranged on the floating platform, the fixing as sembly comprises a hook plate, one end
of the hook plate is fixedly provided w ith a second fixing plate, the second f ixing plate is provided with a rotating
hole, and the rotating hole is communi cated with the hook plate. And a first rotating rod is rotationally connected into
the rotating hole, the two ends of the first rotating rod are rotationall y connected to a first fixing plate, an d a plurality
of sets of containing gro oves are formed in the first fixing pla te, so that the second protective sleev e cannot be
clamped when being squeezed downwards, it can be ensured that a sp ring cannot be corroded by seawater, an d
the fixing effect can be achieved. Th e floating type fan platform has the ad vantages that parts on the floating typ e
fan platform can be effectively preve nted from being corroded by seawater, t he replacement frequency is reduced,
th e service life of the parts can be prol onged, the fixing degree of the parts i s increased, the parts can be fixed on
the floating platform more firmly, and looseness is reduced.
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Method for installing at least one mooring line of a floating installation in a body of water and associated floating installation

Nº publicación    23/02/2023AU2021312042A1
Solicitantes TECHNIP ENERGIES FRANCE 
Resumen This method comprises the following steps: - arranging at least

one lower section (38) of a mooring line in the ground (14) at
the bottom (26) of the body of water (12); - trapping the lower
section (38) in the ground (14); - connecting an upper assembly
of the floating installation to the mooring line. The lower section
(38) is constituted by a chain, the chain defining, after the
connection of the upper assembly, a lower end of the mooring
line not provided with a mooring point pre-mounted on the
mooring line, in particular an anchor or pile.

WIND TURBINE CONTROL

Nº publicación    23/02/2023US2023054921A1
Solicitantes EQUINOR ENERGY AS [NO] 
Resumen A controller is provided for a floating wind turbine including a

rotor with a number of rotor blades connected to a generator.
The controller includes an active damping controller for
calculating one or more outputs for damping both a first motion
of the floating wind turbine in a first frequency range and a
second motion of the floating wind turbine in a second
frequency range based on an input of the first motion and an
input of the second motion, The controller is arranged to
calculate an output for controlling a blade pitch of one or more
of the rotor blades and/or for controlling a torque of the
generator based on an actual rotor speed, a target rotor speed,
and the one or more outputs from the active damping controller
such that both the first motion and the second motion will be damped.
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Efficient ocean power generation device

Nº publicación    21/02/2023CN218509624U
Solicitantes NANJING SHUTONG INFORMATION TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses an efficien t ocean power generation device which c omprises a supporting column, the

suppo rting column is connected with an outer shell through an adjusting mechanism, the outer shell is provided with
a wate r storage tank, one side of the water s torage tank is provided with a water pa ssing opening, one side of the
water st orage tank is provided with a sliding g roove, a floating box is connected into the sliding groove in a sliding
mode, and a first power generation mechanism is arranged at the upper end of the flo ating box. A conveying groove
is formed in the outer shell, a positioning shaf t is rotationally connected into the co nveying groove, auger pieces are
arrang ed on the outer side wall of the positi oning shaft, a positioning plate is arr anged at the upper end of the outer
she ll, a transmission shaft is rotationall y connected to one side of the position ing plate, a transmission mechanism
is arranged between the positioning shaft and the transmission shaft, and a wind power driving mechanism is
arranged at the upper end of the transmission shaft . According to the ocean energy power g eneration device,
through mutual cooper ation of all the components, renewable resources on the sea can be fully and r easonably
utilized, the electric energy conversion rate of the power generatio n device is improved, the power generat ion
efficiency is improved, the height of the power generation device can be a djusted, and the ocean energy power gen
eration device can

Offshore floating type fan

Nº publicación    21/02/2023CN218509634U
Solicitantes HUANENG RENEWABLES CORP LTD 

BEIJING HUANENG XINRUI CONTROL TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses an offshore floating type draught fan which compri ses a working table, a floating table i s

arranged at one end of the working ta ble, a traction rope is arranged on one side of the floating table, a wind pow er
assembly is arranged at the top end of the working table, and a stabilizing device is arranged at the bottom end o f
the working table. Through the stabil izing device structure, the overall str ucture of the equipment on the sea surf ace
is higher in storm resistance, the seaborne floating fan can generate harm ful vibration of the fan due to severe
weather and the like, the damper can be arranged to enable the stability to be higher, however, a traditional damper is
low in displacement and damping forc e, and compared with the prior art, the damping effect is better. According to
the structure of the stabilizing devic e, the offset length of the damper can be increased, the buffering distance of a
draught fan can be increased, the mo vement of equipment on the sea surface is more flexible, meanwhile, the elasti
c capacity of the stabilizing device ca n be improved through the internal stru cture, the overall damping force can be
changed, and the service life of the e quipment is prolonged. And the use effe ct of the equipment is improved.

C-shaped assembly type floating transportation structure for split floating transportation of offshore transformer substation

Nº publicación    21/02/2023CN218506092U
Solicitantes POWERCHINA HUADONG ENGINEERING CORP LTD 
Resumen The utility model relates to a C-shaped assembly type floating transportation structure for split floating transporta tion

of an offshore transformer substat ion. The C-shaped assembly type floatin g transportation structure comprises a
splicing assembly type straight-section floating box, a splicing assembly type bent-section floating box and a tempor
ary auxiliary device. According to the utility model, the offshore transformer substation is split into the upper blo ck
structure and the lower jacket found ation, and the shore assembly, split fl oating transportation and accurate butt joint
installation technologies are ad opted, so that the problems of short of fshore construction window period, comp lex
hoisting, high installation and tra nsportation cost and the like can be so lved, the construction and installation time
and cost are greatly saved, and t he construction efficiency is improved. And a brand-new solution is provided f or
efficient and low-cost construction of an offshore substation structure.
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OFFSHORE ASSEMBLY AND OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION SYSTEM AND METHOD COMPRISING SUCH OFFSHORE
ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    14/02/2023BR112022025021A2
Solicitantes SAIPEM SPA [IT] 
Resumen An offshore assembly to operate a facility, in particular an

underwater oil and gas production facility, has: - a
semi-submersible support structure (12) arranged in a body of
water (3) and having at least one tubular portion (13); a wind
turbine (14) to generate electricity and equipped with a tower
(15), a nacelle (16) and a blade assembly (18); and at least one
back-up power source mounted on the semi-submersible
support structure (12) to generate electricity; a plurality of
compartments (28,...,37) stacked on top of each other within
the tubular portion (13), in which each of the compartments
(28,...,37) is dedicated to housing respective equipment to
perform respective functions; and a cooling and ventilation
system (41) to cool and ventilate said plurality of compartments
(28,...,37).

FLOATING PLATFORM

Nº publicación    16/02/2023WO2023017198A1
Solicitantes TECNORENOVA OFFSHORE SLU [ES] 
Resumen Disclosed is a floating platform with a floating caisson (1) that

can be filled with lightweight materials, such as expanded
polystyrene, and which comprises one or more bottom
perimeter fins (5), and bottom ballast.
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Tower-barrel-free blade-impact-preventing offshore floating wind generating set structure

Nº publicación    17/02/2023CN218493724U
Solicitantes SHANDONG AOXIANG ELECTRIC POWER ENG DESIGN CONSULTING CO LTD 

SHUIFA SINGYES ENERGY ZHUHAI CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a tower-bar rel-free blade-collision-prevention off shore floating wind generating set stru

cture which comprises a floating base a nd a wind power generation assembly ins talled on the top of the floating
base through a support, the support is compo sed of three supporting rods distribute d in a triangular mode, and two
support ing rods on one side are connected in a group. The wind power generation assem bly is erected between the
top ends of the two sets of supporting rods. Accord ing to the tower-barrel-free blade-coll ision-preventing offshore
floating wind generating set structure, a triangular supporting mode is adopted, a tower ba rrel is omitted, the distance
between t he bottoms of triangular supports is la rge, the distance between the tops of t he triangular supports is
small, and th erefore the clear distance between the supporting rods and the fan blades is g uaranteed, the fan blades
are prevented from colliding with the supporting bod ies, and the service life of the suppor ting bodies is prolonged.
The supportin g structure is used for the offshore fl oating type wind generating set, the fl oating body is anchored to
the seabed t hrough the inhaul cable, and the floati ng body can float and rotate on the sea , so that passive yawing
can be achieve d, the supporting structure can adapt t o wind blown from all directions, and t he wind utilization rate is
high.

Floating type wind power generation platform and floating type wind power generation system

Nº publicación    17/02/2023CN218489865U
Solicitantes BITMAIN TECH INC 
Resumen The utility model is suitable for the f ield of wind power generation, and disc loses a floating type wind power genera

tion platform and a floating type wind power generation system.The floating ty pe wind power generation platform
compr ises at least two ship bodies, at least one transverse connecting structure an d at least two supporting frames
used f or bearing draught fans, and the at lea st two ship bodies are arranged at inte rvals in the horizontal direction;
the two ends of each transverse connecting structure are connected with the two ad jacent ship bodies
correspondingly, the top of each ship body extends upwards to form a supporting frame, the adjacen t supporting
frames are symmetrically a nd obliquely arranged in the direction away from the gravity centers of the su pporting
frames, and mounting positions used for mounting fans are formed on t he supporting frames. According to the
floating type wind power generation pla tform, the multiple draught fans are ar ranged at intervals in the horizontal d
irection, the adjacent supporting frame s used for installing the draught fans symmetrically and obliquely extend upwa
rds in the direction away from the grav ity centers of the supporting frames, s o that the mutual influence between the
draught fans during wind power generat ion is reduced, and the power generatio n efficiency of the floating type wind
power generation platform is effectivel y improved.

Height-adjustable offshore towing structure of offshore wind power jacket

Nº publicación    17/02/2023CN218489862U
Solicitantes COSCO SHIPPING HEAVY IND CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a height-ad justable offshore towing structure of a n offshore wind power jacket, which rel

ates to the technical field of ship and ocean engineering and comprises a jack et body in a vertical structure. The fl
oating body device is arranged below th e jacket body, and the floating body de vice is used for supporting the jacket
body for sea surface transportation; wh erein the end face of one side of the f loating body device is fixedly welded t o
the bottom of the jacket body, the fl oating body device comprises a pluralit y of floating body buoyancy boxes, and
the floating body buoyancy boxes are co nnected in a welded mode and used for a djusting buoyancy. According to
the off shore towing structure of the offshore wind power jacket with the adjustable h eight, the jacket body is fixed on
the floating body device, so that the trans portation height of the jacket body can be effectively reduced compared
with t hat of the jacket body which is transpo rted on a ship, and the jacket body can pass through a height limiting
area mo re easily. The jacket body does not nee d to be transported by a ship with a la rger specification, the
transportation cost is saved, the floating body device can be repeatedly used, and the cost i s saved.
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FLOATING MARINE PLATFORM

Nº publicación    16/02/2023US2023049381A1
Solicitantes OCERGY INC [US] 
Resumen A floating marine platform is provided including a central

column, at least three peripheral columns circumferentially
around the central column, radially extending beams from the
central column that connect the peripheral columns with the
central column, and structural members spanning between
each adjacent pair of peripheral columns. The structural
members are pre-tensioned.
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BUOYANT FOUNDATION STRUCTURE FOR AN OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION

Nº publicación    16/02/2023US2023047054A1
Solicitantes BARTMINN DANIEL [DE] 

STIESDAL HENRIK [DK] 
RWE RENEWABLES GMBH [DE] 
STIESDAL OFFSHORE TECH A/S [DK] 

Resumen The application relates to a floatable foundation structure for an
offshore structure including at least one floating body
arrangement and at least one mass arrangement. The mass
arrangement is connected to the floating body arrangement by
at least one holding rope in a coupling state. Further, in the
coupling state for coupling the floating body arrangement to the
mass arrangement, a coupling section of the holding rope is
arcuately guided around a contact section of the mass
arrangement.

Single-stand-column semi-submersible offshore floating type draught fan foundation

Nº publicación    14/02/2023CN218477611U
Solicitantes DALIAN SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY 
Resumen A single-stand-column semi-submersible offshore floating type draught fan foun dation is provided with an annular

buoy ancy tank, a vertical stand column is a rranged in the center of the annular bu oyancy tank, the vertical stand
column is connected with the annular buoyancy tank through a plurality of horizontal buoyancy tanks, and the
horizontal buoy ancy tanks are arranged between the ann ular buoyancy tank and the vertical sta nd column at equal
intervals. A wind ge nerating set is fixed to the upper port ion of the vertical stand column, a sup porting pipe is
arranged between every two adjacent horizontal buoyancy tanks, one end of each supporting pipe is fix ed to the
annular buoyancy tank, the ot her end of each supporting pipe is fixe d to the top of the vertical stand colu mn, and
the annular buoyancy tank is fi xed to the sea surface through a plural ity of mooring cables. The floating typ e
draught fan foundation is simple in s tructure, regular in shape and convenie nt to build, the buoyancy tanks are lar ge
in area and even in distribution, th e motion inherent period and the dampin g characteristic of a platform can be e
ffectively improved, and good motion pe rformance is achieved. The floating fan foundation with the circular overall s
tructure and the triangular internal st ructure is good in stability, small in foundation waterplane and more suitable for
operation in mild sea areas.
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DISCONNECTABLE MOORING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    07/02/2023BR112022023781A2
Solicitantes SLLP 134 LTD [GB] 
Resumen A disconnectable mooring system for offshore

semi-submersible floating structures. A disconnectable buoy
has a number of mooring lines which include a buoy chain
between the mooring chain and the buoy. The mooring chain
and the buoy chain are connected via a three way mooring
connector, with the third connection configured to pull the
mooring connector to a mooring point on the structure. In a first
configuration the buoy is disconnected and supports the
mooring chains for recovery at shallow depths to be pulled in. In
a second configuration, the mooring lines are pulled in via the
mooring connectors thereby providing a spread mooring to the
structure with the buoy chain left as a catenary between the
buoy and mooring point.

FLOATING POWER GENERATION UNIT

Nº publicación    09/02/2023WO2023013473A1
Solicitantes ANZAI SATOSHI [JP] 
Resumen A floating power generation unit is provided which, by

dispersing oxygen content in water as fine air bubbles while
generating power on the water, increases the activity of aerobic
organisms, promotes plankton growth, and improves fishing
grounds. This floating power generation unit (1) is provided with
a power generator (2), an oxygen separator (3) which uses
power supplied by the power generator (2) to separate nitrogen
and oxygen in the air, and a float (4) which floats on the water.
The power generator (2) and the oxygen separator (3) are
arranged on the top surface of the float (4). The floating power
generation unit (11) is provided with a first fine air bubble
generating medium (33) which supplies the oxygen separated
by the oxygen separator (3) into the water as fine air bubbles,
and is provided with a second fine air bubble generating
medium (34) which supplies the nitrogen separated by the
oxygen separator (3) into the water as fine air bubbles.
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Offshore production facility arrangement

Nº publicación    09/02/2023US2023041653A1
Solicitantes SINGLE BUOY MOORINGS [CH] 
Resumen The invention relates to an offshore hydrocarbon production

facility arrangement that is to be located on a body of water,
which includes a floating hydrocarbon processing unit, a
floating renewable electric energy source, and a hydrogen gas
source,whereinthe floating renewable electric energy source is
configured to generate electric energy;the hydrogen gas source
is configured to produce hydrogen gas using the electric energy
from the floating renewable electric energy source;the floating
hydrocarbon processing unit is configured with an electric
power generator;the electric power generator is coupled to the
hydrogen gas source and is configured for receiving produced
hydrogen gas as fuel gas.

Device for preventing carbon powder from floating back for wind generating set

Nº publicación    03/02/2023CN218439632U
Solicitantes THREE GORGES NEW ENERGY SHIMIZU POWER GENERATION CO LTD 
Resumen A device for preventing carbon powder f rom floating back for a wind generating set comprises an outer protective cyli

nder installed on a carbon discharging cylinder, a sealing plate is arranged i n the outer protective cylinder and is in
running fit with the outer protectiv e cylinder through a rotating shaft, an d positioning seats are arranged at the two
ends of the rotating shaft and fix ed to the outer wall of the outer prote ctive cylinder; the positioning seat is connected
with the rotating shaft thro ugh a reset spring, or a driving device for driving the rotating shaft to rota te is arranged on
the positioning seat. According to the utility model, the pr oblem of collector ring interphase shor t circuit caused by
carbon powder float ing back can be avoided.

Hanging curtain type windmill mechanism

Nº publicación    03/02/2023CN218439612U
Solicitantes KONG XIANGYUN 
Resumen According to the hanging curtain type w indmill mechanism, a plurality of air c urtain assemblies are evenly distribute

d and fixed to the outer side of a rota ting shaft in the circumferential direc tion, and the air curtain assemblies fo rm
an air curtain assembly set; other a ir curtain assembly sets are fixed at d ifferent height positions on the rotati ng
shaft, each air curtain assembly com prises a frame, the frame is formed by fixing a plurality of cross rods arrang ed
at intervals and vertical rods on th e two sides together, rectangular areas formed by every two adjacent cross rod s
and the vertical rods on the two side s form curtain hanging areas, each curt ain hanging area is covered with an arc
-shaped grate net, and the grate nets a re arranged on the two sides of the fra me. A hanging curtain is arranged in fr
ont of the grate net in each hanging cu rtain section, the upper side of the ha nging curtain is fixed on a cross rod a t
the upper part of the hanging curtain section, and the top edge of the hangi ng curtain is fixed on a hanging curtai n
shaft capable of being driven to rota te; a horizontally-arranged baffle is f ixed to the position, above the hanging
curtain, of the transverse rod, the ba ffle and the frame are equal in width, and the size of the portion, extending
forwards, of the baffle is matched with the hanging curtain. The problem that the hanging curtain floats up and down
is solved, noise is lowered, wind thrus t is large, and the windward area of th e hanging curtain
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Positioning of a keel of a floating structure, especially for a wind turbine

Nº publicación    02/02/2023AU2021283619A1
Solicitantes STIESDAL OFFSHORE AS 
Resumen An offshore floating structure (100) comprises a floater (200)

with positive buoyancy and a keel (300) with negative
buoyancy, as well as active and passive suspenders (400)
connecting nodes of the keel (300) and the floater (200) with
each other. When the keel (300) at the offshore site is lowered
by making the active suspenders (440) longer, the passive
suspenders (420), which have a fixed length and are held taut,
causes the keel (300) to rotate about the vertical during
lowering.

Disconnectable mooring system

Nº publicación    02/02/2023AU2021276567A1
Solicitantes SLLP 134 LTD 
Resumen A disconnectable mooring system for offshore

semi-submersible floating structures. A disconnectable buoy
has a number of mooring lines which include a buoy chain
between the mooring chain and the buoy. The mooring chain
and the buoy chain are connected via a three way mooring
connector, with the third connection configured to pull the
mooring connector to a mooring point on the structure. In a first
configuration the buoy is disconnected and supports the
mooring chains for recovery at shallow depths to be pulled in. In
a second configuration, the mooring lines are pulled in via the
mooring connectors thereby providing a spread mooring to the
structure with the buoy chain left as a catenary between the
buoy and mooring point.
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Semi-submerged ship transformation structure for large floating type fan foundation

Nº publicación    31/01/2023CN218400914U
Solicitantes MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a semi-subm erged ship transformation structure use d for a large floating type fan foundat

ion, the floating type fan foundation c omprises three foundation arms, one end s of the three foundation arms are
conn ected to form a Y-shaped structure, the semi-submerged ship transformation str ucture comprises two floating
brackets symmetrically arranged on the left side and the right side of the tail of a se mi-submerged ship, and the
floating typ e fan foundation is arranged in the Y-s haped structure. The floating type drau ght fan foundation is
arranged on the s emi-submerged ship, one foundation arm is arranged in the center of the semi-s ubmerged ship,
the other two foundation arms are symmetrically arranged on the two sides of the tail of the semi-subm erged ship,
and the parts, extending ou t of the semi-submerged ship, of the tw o foundation arms are supported through the two
floating brackets respectively . According to the utility model, the p roblem that the large floating type fan foundation
with the width of more than 105m is difficult to water can be effe ctively solved.

Spmt module vehicle arrangement structure for large floating fan foundation launching

Nº publicación    31/01/2023CN218407676U
Solicitantes MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a spmt modu le car arrangement structure for large floating type fan foundation launching,

which comprises a front transportation unit, a rear transportation unit and t wo side wing transportation units, the front
transportation unit comprises two rows of first module car sets arranged side by side and two first power heads
respectively connected to the front en ds of the two rows of first module car sets, and the rear transportation unit
comprises two rows of second module car sets arranged side by side and two sec ond power heads respectively
connected to the front ends of the two rows of se cond module car sets. The rear transpor tation unit comprises two
rows of secon d module vehicle sets arranged side by side and two second power heads connect ed to the rear ends
of the two rows of second module vehicle sets correspondin gly, the second module vehicle sets are located behind
the first module vehicl e sets, and the two side wing transport ation units are symmetrically arranged on the two sides
of the rear transporta tion unit in a wing-shaped structure. E ach side wing transportation unit compr ises a plurality of
rows of third modul e vehicle sets which are evenly arrange d at intervals, and a third power head is arranged at the
front end of each th ird module vehicle set. According to th e utility model, the problem that the l arge floating fan
foundation made of hi gh-strength concrete is easy to deform during transportation can be effectivel y solved.

Multi-liquid-column tuned liquid damper for semi-submersible floating foundation

Nº publicación    31/01/2023CN218408312U
Solicitantes UNIV HOHAI 
Resumen The utility model discloses a multi-liq uid-column tuned liquid damper for a se mi-submersible floating foundation, and

relates to the field of ocean engineer ing. A multi-liquid-column tuned liquid damper for a semi-submersible floating
foundation comprises a floating fan fo undation and further comprises a suppor ting assembly composed of a first
base, a first stand column, a second base, a second stand column, a third base and a third stand column. The
multi-liquid- column tuning liquid column damper body is composed of a first vertical water pipe, a second vertical
water pipe, a t hird vertical water pipe, a first horiz ontal water pipe, a second horizontal w ater pipe and a third
horizontal water pipe. According to the multi-liquid-col umn tuning liquid column damper, the mu lti-liquid-column
tuning liquid column damper body can be adjusted according t o the real-time movement period of a fl oating platform
through an intelligent adjusting algorithm, the maximum restor ing moment can be rapidly applied under the extreme
condition through the two- way water pump, the first electromagnet ic valve, the second electromagnetic va lve and
the third electromagnetic valve , and a floating fan foundation is help ed to be rapidly reset.
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Simple anchoring device

Nº publicación    31/01/2023CN218400891U
Solicitantes WUHAN BOCHEN NEW ENERGY TECH CO LTD 
Resumen The utility model discloses a simple an choring device which comprises a base f ixedly installed on a designated instal

lation face of a ship body, a chain whe el formed by welding a plurality of thi ck steel plates is installed on the top of
the base, a locking assembly is ins talled on the lower portion of the base , and the locking assembly comprises an
installation base fixedly connected to the lower portion of the base. The inn er wall of the mounting seat is rotatio nally
connected with two knife switches through a rotating shaft, the two knif e switches are oppositely arranged, and an
elastic element for keeping the kni fe switches in an elastic closed state is mounted on the inner wall of the mou nting
seat. The anchor chain locking de vice has the advantages of being compac t and light in structure, reliable in a nchor
chain locking, free of maintenanc e for a long period and simple in manuf acturing process, not only supports fle xible
adjustment of the length and the pretension force of the anchor chain, b ut also can keep the locking state of t he
anchor chain for a long time, and is particularly suitable for a floating t ype fan platform anchoring positioning system.

INSTALLATION FOR THE LOAD-OUT INTO THE WATER OF A HEAVY LOAD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023FR3129133A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen Installation (1) for the load-out into the water of a heavy load

(10) located onshore,in particular a load constituted by a tripod-
or tetrapod-type float, having:- at least two support structures
(20) that are independent of one another and can be moved on
the respective paths, each of which being equipped with lifting
means (60) configured to be hooked to the load, each of these
support structures being equipped with a counterweight (22),-
the installation being configured to allow the lifting means (60)
of the support structures, when the load is positioned in the
load-out area, to extend at least partially above the water in
order to lower the load into it.

FLOATING WIND TURBINE PLATFORM

Nº publicación    26/01/2023WO2023004185A2
Solicitantes UNIV MAINE SYSTEM [US] 
Resumen [098] A semi-submersible wind turbine platform is configured for floating in a body of water and supporting a wind

turbine, and includes a center column, at least three tubular bottom beams extending radially outward of a first axial
end of the center column, the center column configured to have a tower attached to a second axial end thereof, outer
columns, wherein a first axial end of each outer column attached to a distal end of one of the bottom beams, and top
beams, one of which extends between a second axial end of each outer column and the second axial end of the
center column.
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Method of Monitoring and Advising for a Group of Offshore Floating Wind Platforms

Nº publicación    09/02/2023US2023039329A1
Solicitantes TECHNIP FRANCE [FR]\n 
Resumen The disclosure provides a method and system to monitor and

advise the status of a group of floating platforms, such as
offshore floating wind platforms, by using a floating platform's
motion in the group and detect one or more anomalies to
identify one or more disorders (including irregularities) in the
group. Input for this method can include information of wind
speed and direction and orientations of the wind turbine
nacelles. The orientation of the platform can complement the
orientation of a wind turbine nacelle on the platform in case the
platform is equipped with a turret. Disorders include, but not
limited to, mooring line failure, shifts of a drag anchor, other
issues with the mooring system components such as fairleads,
issues with the ballasting configuration of the floater, issues with the turret (if any), issues with the swivel of the
nacelle, issues with the rotor, and issues with the blades.

Hull structure for a semi-submersible wind power turbine platform, related loading method and vessel for transportation of said hull
structure

Nº publicación    21/03/2023SE2250021A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen The invention concerns a hull structure (10, 20, 30, 31, 32) for a semisubmersible wind power turbine platform (100),

wherein the hull structure comprises: first, second and third buoyant stabilizing columns (1, 2, 3) extending in a
substantially vertical direction; and first and second elongated submersible buoyant pontoon structures (11, 12)
extending in a substantially horizontal direction; wherein the hull structure (10, 20, 30, 31, 32) generally has a
V-shape in the horizontal plane with the first and second pontoon structures (11, 12) forming legs in the V-shape and
with the second column (2) located where the legs meet; wherein the hull structure is arranged so as to exhibit: i) a
first angle (a) in the horizontal plane between a central longitudinal axis (11c) of the first pontoon structure (11) and a
central longitudinal axis (12c) of the second pontoon structure (12); and ii) a second angle (β) in the horizontal plane
between a) a first imaginary line (21) between a central point (1e) of the first stabilizing column (1) and a central point
(2e) of the second stabilizing column (2) and b) a second imaginary line (22) between the central point (2e) of the
second stabilizing column (2) and a central point (3e) of the third stabilizing column (3), wherein the second angle (β)
is larger than the first angle (a). The invention also concerns a method for loading a set (40) of such hull structures
onto a semi-submersible cargo carrying marine vessel (60).

A QUICK CONNECTOR COUPLING AN OFFSHORE FLOATING STRUCTURE TO A PRE-LAID MOORING SYSTEM AND A
METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084375A1
Solicitantes EXPONENTIAL RENEWABLES S L [ES] 
Resumen The quick connector coupling an offshore floating structure to a pre-laid mooring system comprises a base structure

(6) coupled to an upper body (2) of the offshore floating structure, a mooring interface (13) attached to a lower body
(3) of the pre-laid mooring system, and a locking mechanism comprising a grooved surface (16) formed in the
mooring interface (13), locking claws (10) movably mounted on the base structure (6), and a fluid-dynamic device
associated to the base structure (6) and operatively connected to move the locking claws (10) between a release
position in which the locking claws (10) are withdrawn from the grooved surface (16) of the mooring interface (13) and
a lock position in which the locking claws (10) are meshed with the grooved surface (16) of the mooring interface (13).
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INSTALLATION FOR THE LOAD-OUT INTO THE WATER OF A HEAVY LOAD

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183672A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen Installation (1) for the load-out into the water of a heavy load

(10) located onshore,in particular a load constituted by a tripod-
or tetrapod-type float, having:- at least two support structures
(20) that are independent of one another and can be moved on
the respective paths, each of which being equipped with lifting
means (60) configured to be hooked to the load, each of these
support structures being equipped with a counterweight (22),-
the installation being configured to allow the lifting means (60)
of the support structures, when the load is positioned in the
load-out area, to extend at least partially above the water in
order to lower the load into it.

METHOD OF DAMPING MOTION OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    13/04/2023WO2023057029A1
Solicitantes VESTAS WIND SYS AS [DK] 
Resumen A method of damping motion of a wind turbine, the wind turbine comprising a rotor and a floating platform. A motion

signal is generated which is indicative of a motion of the wind turbine. A wind direction signal is generated which is
indicative of a wind direction relative to the floating platform. A damping signal is generated on the basis of the motion
signal and the wind direction signal, and the motion of the wind turbine is damped on the basis of the damping signal,
for instance by adjusting the pitch of the rotor blades. A phase of the damping signal may be controlled on the basis
of the wind direction signal.
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SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE FLOATING PLATFORM FOR MARINE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    13/04/2023WO2023057671A1
Solicitantes SENER ING & SIST [ES] 
Resumen The invention describes a semi-submersible floating platform

(1) comprising six columns (Cv, CL) arranged forming a triangle
such that three vertex columns (Cv) are arranged at the
vertices of the triangle and three side columns (CL) are
arranged at the centers of the sides of the triangle, and wherein
each column (Cv, CL) is connected by a respective joining
element (B) to each of the adjacent columns (Cv, CL). In
addition, a side column (CL) is designed to support the wind
turbine (A). The columns (Cv, CL) that do not support the wind
turbine (A) have a weight defined so as to maintain the center
of mass of the assembly formed by the platform (1) and wind
turbine (A) in the vertical of the centre of buoyancy of the
platform (1).

Arrangement of a crane on a floating wind power station

Nº publicación    04/03/2023SE2151104A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen The invention concerns a method for arranging a crane

machine (10) on a wind power station (1) that floats in open
water, wherein the wind power station (1) comprises a buoyant
platform (2) provided with a wind turbine (3) extending upwards
from the buoyant platform (2), wherein the buoyant platform (2)
comprises at least a first and a second support point (3, 4, 13,
14) located horizontally spaced apart in relation to each other
and at a substantially similar level above a surface of the open
water, wherein the method comprises the steps of:- providing
the crane machine (10) in an at least partly disassembled state
onto one or more vessels and arranging the one or more
vessels in association with the buoyant platform (2),-
moving/lifting the at least partly disassembled crane machine
(10) from the one or more vessels onto the buoyant platform
(2), wherein a rotatable crane base structure (11) and a main
boom (12) are disconnected from each other during
moving/lifting,- assembling the crane machine (10) when
positioned on the buoyant platform (2).
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MOORING LINE FOR FLOATING PLATFORM

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023046912A1
Solicitantes TECHLAM [FR] 

TOTALENERGIES ONETECH [FR] 
Resumen The invention concerns a mooring line (20) for a floating platform, preferably a floating wind turbine platform (10), the

mooring line comprising: - a first segment (22) able to be attached to the platform; - a second segment (24) able to be
attached to a sea ground; - at least an intermediate segment (26) formed of an elastomeric material and arranged
between the first segment and the second segment. The intermediate segment is able to provide a maximal extension
greater than 100 % of the rest length of the intermediate segment, advantageously a maximal extension greater than
300 %. The intermediate segment presents a minimal breaking strength greater than 18 MPa, advantageously greater
than 25 MPa.

FLOATING PLATFORM DEVICE FOR A WIND TURBINE TOWER AND ASSEMBLY METHOD

Nº publicación    23/03/2023WO2023041687A1
Solicitantes BLUENEWABLES SL [ES] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a device for the support and

foundation of a wind turbine tower. Said device comprises a
main body (1) made at least partially of concrete. It also
comprises a transition part (2) attached to the main body (1)
and a plurality of installation elements (3) located on the main
body. The transition part (2) comprises a housing (4) for
installing a wind turbine tower, and each installation element (3)
comprises a through hole (5) for installing an anchoring tendon.

A METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING A FLOATING STRUCTURE FOR SUPPORTING A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023046909A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen A method for constructing a wind turbine concrete floater (1)

comprising a central connector (2) from which radial arms (3; 4;
5) extend, the central connector (2) carrying a central stability
tower (9), and each arm carrying an outer stability tower (7), the
method comprising: - Prefabricating the arms (3; 4; 5), central
connector (2) and at least parts of the stability towers (7; 9), -
Pre-assembling the central connector (2) with one arm (3) to
form a primary pre-assembly (21), - Mounting temporary
flotation devices (30) onto the arms (3, 4, 5) to provide
additional buoyancy to them, - Floating the primary
preassembly (21) and floating the other arms (4, 5) of the
floater, - Assembling offshore said primary preassembly (21)
with said other arms (4, 5).
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INSTALLATION AND/OR REMOVAL OF A WIND TURBINE COMPONENT FOR A FLOATING FOUNDATION WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    23/03/2023WO2023041730A1
Solicitantes ITREC BV [NL] 
Resumen For the installation and/or removal of a wind turbine component

on or from an offshore wind turbine that has a tower erected on
a floating foundation and in floating condition, e.g. at the site of
an offshore windfarm, use is made of a transferrable crane. The
transferrable crane comprises a revolving superstructure, a
boom mounted or to be mounted to the revolving
superstructure, a hoisting winch and associated hoisting cable
departing from the boom to lift and/or lower a wind turbine
component, e.g. a wind turbine blade.The method comprises -
with the floating foundation in floating condition - the steps of:-
arranging the transferable crane on the floating foundation,-
using the transferable crane arranged on the floating foundation
to lift and/or lower a wind turbine component, e.g. a wind
turbine blade, e.g. for installing, removing, or replacing a wind
turbine component of the offshore wind turbine, e.g. for
performing maintenance,- removing the transferable crane from
the floating foundation.

FLOATING PLATFORM FOR A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    30/03/2023WO2023046586A1
Solicitantes ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FED LAUSANNE EPFL [CH] 
Resumen A floating platform for a wind turbine comprising a vertically arranged support; a toroidal body arranged horizontally

and coaxially around said support; a plurality of connection elements which extends radially to connect the support to
the toroidal body, wherein at least one of the support, the toroidal body and the connection elements is made of a
natural fibre reinforced composite material and all elements can be adhesively bonded to each other; a system using
said platform and combining wind-powered hydrolysis and green hydrogen production and storage is also described.
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ARRANGEMENT OF A CRANE ON A FLOATING WIND POWER STATION

Nº publicación    09/03/2023WO2023031360A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen Method for arranging a crane machine (10) on a wind power

station (1) that floats in open water, wherein the wind power
station (1) comprises a buoyant platform (2) provided with a
wind turbine (3) extending upwards from the buoyant platform
(2), wherein the buoyant platform (2) comprises at least a first
and a second support point (3, 4, 13, 14) located horizontally
spaced apart in relation to each other and at a substantially
similar level above a surface of the open water, wherein the
method comprises the steps of: - providing the crane machine
(10) in an at least partly disassembled state onto one or more
vessels and arranging the one or more vessels in association
with the buoyant platform (2), - moving/lifting the at least partly
disassembled crane machine (10) from the one or more vessels
onto the buoyant platform (2), wherein a rotatable crane base
structure (11) and a main boom (12) are disconnected from
each other during moving/lifting, - assembling the crane
machine (10) when positioned on the buoyant platform (2).

SYSTEM FOR TEMPORARY HOLDING, DURING POST-DRIVING OPERATIONS, OF A FOUNDATION PILE INTENDED FOR
RECEIVING THE MAST OF AN OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    08/03/2023EP4144918A1
Solicitantes REEL [FR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a system for the temporary holding, during pile

driving operations, of a foundation pile intended to receive the
mast of an offshore wind turbine. The temporary holding system
includes a sleeve intended to receive a section of the
foundation pile and a support frame intended to be secured to a
floating device. The support frame includes a slide and an
actuator, arranged to generate displacements of the sleeve
according to the two translational degrees of freedom. The slide
includes at least one rolling element including a cylindrical
roller.
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METHOD OF MONITORING AND ADVISING FOR A GROUP OF OFFSHORE FLOATING WIND PLATFORMS

Nº publicación    16/02/2023WO2023017314A2
Solicitantes TECHNIP ENERGIES FRANCE [FR] 
Resumen The disclosure provides a method and system to monitor and

advise the status of a group of floating platforms, such as
offshore floating wind platforms, by using a floating platform's
motion in the group and detect one or more anomalies to
identify one or more disorders (including irregularities) in the
group. Input for this method can include information of wind
speed and direction and orientations of the wind turbine
nacelles. The orientation of the platform can complement the
orientation of a wind turbine nacelle on the platform in case the
platform is equipped with a turret. Disorders include, but not
limited to, mooring line failure, shifts of a drag anchor, other
issues with the mooring system components such as fairleads,
issues with the ballasting configuration of the floater, issues
with the turret (if any), issues with the swivel of the nacelle,
issues with the rotor, and issues with the blades.

FACILITY ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING TWO OR MORE FACILITIES

Nº publicación    16/03/2023WO2023036659A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen Facility arrangement comprising two or more facilities (2, 3) and

at least one connection means (4) connected to the facilities (2,
3), wherein the connection means comprises a transportation
means (5), at least one buoyancy means (6) and/or at least one
weight means (7), wherein the transportation means (5) is
adapted for transportation of electricity and/or a fluid medium,
wherein the buoyancy means (6) and/or the weight means (7)
are attached to the transportation means (5), wherein the
connection means (4) is arranged between two offshore
facilities, wherein the transportation means (5) is floating at a
distance from the seabed (11) over the entire or almost the
entire distance between the facilities (2, 3), and/or wherein the
buoyancy means (6) and/or the weight means (7) are attached
to a first section (28) of the transportation means (5), wherein
the first section (28) is connected to at least one offshore facility
(2, 3) and arranged floating at a distance from the seabed (11),
wherein a second section (29) of the transportation means (5)
connected to the first section (28) and an onshore facility (27) is
embedded in the seabed (11).
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METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING WIND POWER GENERATOR BY USING INSTALLATION SHIP FOR FLOATING-TYPE
OFFSHORE WIND POWER GENERATION

Nº publicación    29/03/2023EP4155536A1
Solicitantes ACE E&T ENGINEERING & TECH [KR] 
Resumen Provided is a method for assembling a wind power generator by

using an installation ship for floating-type offshore wind power
generation.

A FLOATING WIND TURBINE PLATFORM

Nº publicación    09/02/2023WO2023014230A1
Solicitantes AKER OFFSHORE WIND OPERATING COMPANY AS [NO] 
Resumen The disclosure relates to a floating wind turbine platform, comprising: a substantially triangular hull configurable to

support a wind turbine tower; the hull comprising a first, second and third column, the first, second and third columns
being connected by a first, second and third pontoon member, as well as by a first, second and third connector.
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CONTROL OF A WIND PARK WITH FLOATING TURBINES

Nº publicación    09/03/2023WO2023030881A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen A method (1000) of controlling wake (520) in a floating wind

park (100) is provided. The wind park comprises a plurality of
floating wind turbines that can change position and/or
orientation during operation. The plurality of floating wind
turbines comprise an upstream wind turbine (110) and a
downstream wind turbine (120), wherein the downstream wind
turbine is positioned downstream of the upstream wind turbine
such that a wake of the upstream turbine has an influence on
the downstream wind turbine. The method comprises
monitoring (S1) a wind condition at at least one of the plurality
of floating wind turbines to generate at least a first monitored
wind condition, monitoring (S2) one or more parameters
indicative of a position and/or orientation of at least one of the
plurality of floating wind turbines to generate at least a first
monitored floating motion state and generating (S3) a control
parameter based on a parameter set comprising at least the
first monitored wind condition and the first monitored floating
motion state. The control parameter is derived from said
parameter set, wherein said deriving considers an influence of
floating motion parameters of an upstream wind turbine on the
wake of the upstream wind turbine and considers an effect of the wake of the upstream wind turbine on a downstream
wind turbine. The control parameter is derived so as to reduce the wake influence on the downstream wind turbine.
The method further comprises controlling (S5), based on the

FLOATING WIND TURBINE PLATFORM

Nº publicación    02/02/2023WO2023009010A1
Solicitantes AKER OFFSHORE WIND OPERATING COMPANY AS [NO] 
Resumen Described herein is a floating wind turbine platform (100) comprising a hull (101), a wind turbine tower (102). The hull

(101) comprises a pontoon base (120) and a first, second and third column (110,111,112) integrally formed with the
pontoon base (120), and the wind turbine tower (102) is fixed to and extends upwardly from the first column (110).
The pontoon base (120) and the first, second and third columns (110-112) are formed substantially of concrete.
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METHOD OF STOPPING AN OPERATION OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    16/02/2023WO2023016911A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen It is described a method of stopping an operation of a floating

wind turbine (1), said wind turbine (1) comprising a floating
body (4), a tower (2) mounted to the floating body (4), a nacelle
(3) mounted to the tower (2), a rotating hub rotatable mounted
to the nacelle (3) and having a plurality of blades (6), and a
generator connected to the hub for generating electric power.
The method comprises the steps of: receiving a stop request for
stopping the operation of a floating wind turbine (1);
determining whether or not the stop request is non-critical to
allow a delay or attenuation of stopping the operation of the
floating wind turbine (1); and delaying or attenuating the
stopping of the operation of the floating wind turbine, when the
delay of stopping the operation of the floating wind turbine (1) is
allowed, so as to attenuate a wind turbine pitch movement.

MOORING SYSTEM FOR A FLOATING WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    09/03/2023WO2023031694A1
Solicitantes AERODYN CONSULTING SINGAPORE PTE LTD [SG] 
Resumen The invention relates to a system comprising: a foundation

element (10) that has a universal joint (20, 20'), wherein the
universal joint (20, 20') has a first universal joint element (22)
connected to the foundation element (10) for conjoint rotation
and a second universal joint element (24) which is rotatable
about the longitudinal axis of the first universal joint element
(22) by carrying out a rotation about its own longitudinal axis; a
floating wind turbine (100); and a mooring line (30, 130), one
end of which is connected to the foundation element (10) by
means of a first connection means (50) connected to the
second universal joint element (24) for conjoint rotation and the
other end of which is connected to the floating wind turbine
(100) by means of a second connection means (120) rotatably
mounted on the floating wind turbine (100); characterised by a
controller which, on the basis of the rotational position of the
floating wind turbine (100) about the foundation element (10),
brings about the adoption of a rotational position of the second
connection means (120) rotatably mounted on the floating wind
turbine (100); wherein the rotational position of the second
connection means (120) rotatably mounted on the floating wind
turbine (100) corresponds to the rotational position of the
second universal joint element (24) about its own longitudinal
axis, which rotational position geometrically corresponds to the
rotational position of the floating wind turbine (100) about
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DRILLED ANCHOR PILE

Nº publicación    09/03/2023WO2023031576A1
Solicitantes REFLEX MARINE LTD [GB] 
Resumen The present invention relates to an anchoring system (1)

comprising an anchor pile (2) configured to be embedded in a
borehole (30) drilled in the seabed. The anchor pile (2)
comprises an elongate main body (3) having a longitudinal axis
(L) and comprising an upper end (4) and a lower end (5). The
cross section of the elongate main body (3) increases along a
portion of the longitudinal axis (L) in the direction from the
upper end (4) to the lower end (5) defining at least one bearing
surface (7a, 7b) such that in use an annular gap (32) for
receiving locking media is defined between the at least one
bearing surface (7a, 7b) and the adjacent portions of the
borehole (30). The anchor pile (2) is locked in position within
the borehole (30) on receipt of locking media within the annular
gap (32) and abutment of the loose material with the bearing
surface (7a, 7b).

PLATFORM FOR CATENARY MOORING SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    26/01/2023WO2023001644A1
Solicitantes DE LEENEER YVES JOSEPH GUY [SG] 
Resumen A platform for use in a catenary mooring system is disclosed. The platform comprises a watertight bulkhead for

rendering the platform floatable, the platform having a chamfered edge arranged in use to cause the platform to at
least partially dive under waves. A catenary mooring system may comprise the platform and plurality of catenary lines
connected to the platform. A wind turbine may be supported by the platform.
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OFFSHORE ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING A FLOATING INSTALLATION OF AN OFFSHORE
ARRANGEMENT WITH AT LEAST ONE ENERGY CABLE

Nº publicación    16/02/2023WO2023016772A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen An offshore arrangement (8), in particular offshore wind farm,

with at least one floating installation (9, 10), the at least one
floating installation (9) comprising: a floating foundation (11), at
least one mooring line (14) for mooring the floating foundation
(11) to the seabed (13), and at least one energy cable (16) for
transmitting energy to or from the at least one floating
installation (9) to or from another offshore and/or onshore
installation (10), the at least one energy cable (16) being
attached to the at least one mooring line (14). By attaching the
at least one energy cable to the at least one mooring line, the at
least one energy cable hanging from the foundation to the
seabed is better protected from loads caused by the dynamic
offshore environment.

AUTONOMOUS SEAGOING POWER REPLENISHMENT WATERCRAFT

Nº publicación    19/04/2023EP4164919A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems (100), and computer-readable media that

implement autonomous seagoing power replenishment
watercraft. An example system includes a plurality of marine
vessels (110), a plurality of watercraft (120, 130), each
watercraft of the plurality of watercraft including a rechargeable
electrical power supply and being configured to operate in: a
first mode in which the watercraft awaits an assignment to
provide electrical energy to a marine vessel of the plurality of
marine vessels; a second mode in which the watercraft
performs operations including keeping station with an assigned
marine vessel and providing electrical energy to the assigned
marine vessel from the power supply; and a third mode in which
the watercraft recharges the power supply from a charging station (150). The system includes a controller configured
to perform operations comprising: transmitting, to a first watercraft, an instruction indicating an assignment of the first
watercraft to provide electrical energy to a first marine vessel.

AUTONOMOUS SEAGOING POWER REPLENISHMENT WATERCRAFT

Nº publicación    09/03/2023WO2023033896A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems (100), and computer-readable media that

implement autonomous seagoing power replenishment
watercraft. An example system includes a plurality of marine
vessels (110), a plurality of watercraft (120, 130), each
watercraft of the plurality of watercraft including a rechargeable
electrical power supply and being configured to operate in: a
first mode in which the watercraft awaits an assignment to
provide electrical energy to a marine vessel of the plurality of
marine vessels; a second mode in which the watercraft
performs operations including keeping station with an assigned
marine vessel and providing electrical energy to the assigned
marine vessel from the power supply; and a third mode in which
the watercraft recharges the power supply from a charging station (150). The system includes a controller configured
to perform operations comprising: transmitting, to a first watercraft, an instruction indicating an assignment of the first
watercraft to provide electrical energy to a first marine vessel.
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FLOATING OFFSHORE PLATFORM FOR CONVERTING WIND ENERGY INTO ELECTRICITY

Nº publicación    09/02/2023WO2023012840A1
Solicitantes ITALIAN WIND TECH SOCIETA A RESPONSABILITA LIMITATA [IT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating offshore platform (1) for converting wind energy into electricity through a wind

turbine (6) with a vertical axis of the Darrieus type, and for converting solar energy into electricity though a plurality of
photovoltaic modules (5) which also provide the electricity required to start the turbine (6).

FLOATING WIND POWER GENERATOR UNIT

Nº publicación    15/03/2023EP4148268A1
Solicitantes MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP LTD [CN] 
Resumen A floating wind power generator unit, comprising: a wind

deflector (1), a floating plate (2), an angle adjustment
mechanism (21), a floating base (22), and a tower (23), wherein
the floating base (22) is provided with a mounting position (24),
the tower (23) is mounted at the mounting position (24) and is
provided with a wind rotor (18), the floating plate (2) is
substantially horizontally mounted on the floating base (22), the
wind deflector (1) is hinged to the floating plate (2), the opening
between the wind deflector (1) and the floating plate (2) faces
the tower (23), and the angle adjustment mechanism (21) is
operably connected to the wind deflector (1) to adjust the
included angle between the wind deflector (1) and the floating
plate (2). The provision of a wind deflecting structure
comprising the wind deflector, floating plate, and angle
adjustment mechanism allows for deflection and disturbance of
wind within a certain height range on the sea surface to guide more wind to flow to the blowing area of the wind rotor,
thereby improving wind energy capture efficiency, thus increasing the amount of power generated.

INSTALLATION FOR THE LOAD-OUT INTO THE WATER OF A HEAVY LOAD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023FR3129134A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen Installation (1) for the load-out into the water of a heavy load

(10) located onshore,in particular a load constituted by a tripod-
or tetrapod-type float, having:- at least two support structures
(20) that are independent of one another and can be moved on
the respective paths, each of which being equipped with lifting
means (60) configured to be hooked to the load, each of these
support structures being equipped with a counterweight (22),-
the installation being configured to allow the lifting means (60)
of the support structures, when the load is positioned in the
load-out area, to extend at least partially above the water in
order to lower the load into it.
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FLOATING BODY FOR OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    29/03/2023EP4155538A1
Solicitantes MITSUBISHI SHIPBUILDING CO LTD [JP] 
Resumen A floating body for an offshore wind turbine includes: one first

column; two second columns; two lower hulls connecting the
first column to each of the second columns; and a beam
member connecting the two lower hulls. The beam member is
disposed within a height range between an upper surface and a
lower surface of each lower hull.
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FLOATING WINDMILL

Nº publicación    19/04/2023EP4165306A1
Solicitantes VIK ODDMUND [NO] 
Resumen The invention provides a floating windmill, comprising a floating

element and a wind turbine. The floating windmill is
distinguished in that it further comprises: a tension leg, an
anchoring, a buoyancy element, a swivel and a cross bar,
wherein the swivel is arranged in the buoyancy element. In
operation, the floating windmill in operation is configured with
the wind turbine in an upper end of the floating element
extending up above the sea level, with a lower end or part of
the floating element submerged in the sea, with the cross bar in
one end connected to the lower part or end of the floating
element and in the opposite end connected to the buoyancy
element, with the buoyancy element fully submerged,
preferably at safe draught depth below surface for service
vessels and/or marine transport ships, with the tension leg
arranged between the buoyancy element and the anchoring on
the seabed. The floating windmill configured with the wind
turbine in the upper end can weathervane freely around the
buoyancy element, wherein in a low force condition when the
forces by ocean current, wind and waves are low the floating
element, the buoyancy element and the tension leg is oriented
in substance in vertical direction and the cross bar is oriented in
substance in horizontal direction, wherein in a high force
condition when the forces by ocean current, wind and waves
are high the shape of the floating element, cross bar, buoyancy
element and tension leg is stretched by the forces to pr
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POSITIONING OF A KEEL OF A FLOATING STRUCTURE, ESPECIALLY FOR A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    12/04/2023EP4161830A1
Solicitantes STIESDAL OFFSHORE AS [DK] 
Resumen An offshore floating structure (100) comprises a floater (200)

with positive buoyancy and a keel (300) with negative
buoyancy, as well as active and passive suspenders (400)
connecting nodes of the keel (300) and the floater (200) with
each other. When the keel (300) at the offshore site is lowered
by making the active suspenders (440) longer, the passive
suspenders (420), which have a fixed length and are held taut,
causes the keel (300) to rotate about the vertical during
lowering.

SYSTEM FOR AVOIDING DAMAGE TO POWER CABLES TO AND FROM AND WITHIN A FLOATING

Nº publicación    05/04/2023EP4157709A1
Solicitantes APL NORWAY AS [NO] 
Resumen The invention describes a system for preventing damage to a

power cable (5) for electric power transmission to and from and
within a floating offshore wind power plant using non-redundant
mooring, after failure of a main loadbearing mooring element.
The system comprises at least one power cable safety line (13)
having the following properties: It is connected to the same two
wind turbines (1) as the power cable (5) it is designed to protec.
It has an effective length shorter than the power cable it is
designed to protect. It has an effective length longer than what
is needed to remain largely unstressed when the distance
between the floating wind turbines (1) with intact mooring
systems is at its maximum. It has a breaking strength being a predetermined fraction of the strength, which the main
loadbearing mooring elements (4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18) are designed for.
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ENERGY BRIDGE

Nº publicación    05/04/2023EP4158106A1
Solicitantes 7WAVES AS [NO] 
Resumen The invention provides an Energy Bridge, comprising at least

one buoyancy structure, preferably a plurality of buoyancy
structures, and at least one windmill structure, preferably a
plurality of windmill structures. The energy bridge is
distinguished in that it further comprises a road structure,
wherein the road structure preferably comprises a flat
elongated horizontal surface of width of at least 2 m or 2,5 m
and length equal to the length or longest dimension of the
energy bridge, preferably without obstructions along the full
length and width of the road structure, one anchoring structure
or connection in either end or corner of the energy bridge,
wherein the road structure is coupled directly to the buoyancy
structures or truss structure coupled to the buoyancy structures,
wherein the full weight of the road structure or the weight
between said ends or between road structure element ends, is
directly supported by the buoyancy structures or truss structure
coupled to the buoyancy structures, wherein the windmill
structures are coupled directly to the buoyancy structures or
truss structure coupled to the buoyancy structures, wherein the
full weight of the windmill structures is supported by the
buoyancy structures or truss structure coupled to the buoyancy
structures.

FLOATING REINFORCED CONCRETE PLATFORM APPLICABLE TO THE MARINE WIND POWER SECTOR INDUSTRY

Nº publicación    15/03/2023EP4148185A1
Solicitantes SEAPLACE S L [ES] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a solution for a floating wind

platform made of reinforced concrete for mass production,
characterized by a geometric design providing a hydrostatic
natural prestressing to the concrete, causing it to work under
compression. The structural response of the platform for
working in the most effective mode is improved, and the
occurrence of fractures or cracks in the concrete is prevented,
which reduces permeability and allows for reducing the rebar to
be contained in the structure, also increasing operational
safety. Furthermore, the invention has a system for anchoring
the mooring lines to the structure in the form of a truss made of
reinforced concrete which evenly distributes mooring stresses,
minimizing prestressing in the high area of the platform, and
increasing the area for distributing shear forces due to the
change in section between the platform and the tower of the
wind turbine. The geometric design furthermore confers the
versatility of being able to adopt low draft SPAR,
semi-submersible, barge, or buoy solutions, with the wind
turbine being installed such that it is centered or off-center on the structure, thereby being adapted to different draft
requirements or environmental and logistics conditions.
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SYSTEM FOR TEMPORARY HOLDING, DURING POST-DRIVING OPERATIONS, OF A FOUNDATION PILE INTENDED FOR
RECEIVING THE MAST OF AN OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    10/03/2023FR3126716A1
Solicitantes REEL [FR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a system for the temporary holding, during pile

driving operations, of a foundation pile intended to receive the
mast of an offshore wind turbine. The temporary holding system
includes a sleeve intended to receive a section of the
foundation pile and a support frame intended to be secured to a
floating device. The support frame includes a slide and an
actuator, arranged to generate displacements of the sleeve
according to the two translational degrees of freedom. The slide
includes at least one rolling element including a cylindrical
roller.

A SELF-PROPELLED FLOATING STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

Nº publicación    01/03/2023EP4139205A1
Solicitantes WINDTHRUST LTD [AU] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method of constructing a self-propelled floating

structure. The method may comprise coupling a plurality of
marine vessels together in a side by side spaced apart manner.
At least one of the marine vessels may comprise a propulsion
system and each marine vessel comprises a hull. The method
may also comprise forming a weather deck that spans the
plurality of marine vessels and spaces between the marine
vessels.
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METHOD OF ASSEMBLING AND DEPLOYING A FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE PLATFORM

Nº publicación    22/02/2023EP4136021A1
Solicitantes UNIV MAINE SYSTEM [US] 
Resumen A method of assembling and deploying a floating offshore wind

turbine (FOWT) platform includes floating a buoyant floater and
a hollow outer tank in a floating assembly, placing permanent
ballast material in the outer tank to define a mass, and sinking
the mass to a seabed. The buoyant floater is moved to a
position over the mass. Transit lines are attached between a
lifting device in the buoyant floater and the mass to define a
FOWT platform. The mass is lifted to a point directly under the
buoyant floater and the FOWT platform is towed to an
installation site. Mooring lines are attached between anchors in
the seabed and the buoyant floater, and the mass is lowered to
a depth wherein suspension lines attached thereto are taught,
the mass with the suspension lines defining a suspended mass.
The transit lines are then stored or removed from the mass.

A METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING A FLOATING STRUCTURE FOR SUPPORTING A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    29/03/2023EP4155189A1
Solicitantes SOLETANCHE FREYSSINET [FR] 
Resumen A method for constructing a wind turbine concrete floater (1)

comprising a central connector (2) from which radial arms (3; 4;
5) extend, the central connector (2) carrying a central stability
tower (9), and each arm carrying an outer stability tower (7), the
method comprising:- Prefabricating the arms (3; 4; 5), central
connector (2) and at least parts of the stability towers (7; 9),-
Pre-assembling the central connector (2) with one arm (3) to
form a primary preassembly (21),- Mounting temporary flotation
devices (30) onto the arms (3, 4, 5) to provide additional
buoyancy to them,- Floating the primary preassembly (21) and
floating the other arms (4, 5) of the floater,- Assembling
offshore said primary preassembly (21) with said other arms (4,
5).
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POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    15/02/2023EP4134540A1
Solicitantes TATSUMI RYOKI CO LTD [JP] 
Resumen Provided is a power generation system including a wave power

generator that can be configured in a simple manner.The power
generation system 1 includes: a power generation unit including
a wave power generator 11; a power storage unit 40
accumulating electric power obtained by the power generation
unit; a production unit 51 producing at least one of hydrogen
and an organic hydride based on the electric power obtained by
the power storage unit; and a tank 53 located below compared
to the wave power generator 11 and storing at least one of the
hydrogen and the organic hydride obtained by the production
unit 51.

FACILITY ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING TWO OR MORE FACILITIES

Nº publicación    15/03/2023EP4148922A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen Facility arrangement comprising two or more facilities (2, 3) and

at least one connection means (4) connected to the facilities (2,
3), wherein the connection means comprises a transportation
means (5), at least one buoyancy means (6) and/or at least one
weight means (7), wherein the transportation means (5) is
adapted for transportation of electricity and/or a fluid medium,
wherein the buoyancy means (6) and/or the weight means (7)
are attached to the transportation means (5),- wherein the
connection means (4) is arranged between two offshore
facilities, wherein the transportation means (5) is floating at a
distance from the seabed (11) over the entire or almost the
entire distance between the facilities (2, 3), and/or- wherein the
buoyancy means (6) and/or the weight means (7) are attached
to a first section (28) of the transportation means (5), wherein
the first section (28) is connected to at least one offshore facility
(2, 3) and arranged floating at a distance from the seabed (11),
wherein a second section (29) of the transportation means (5)
connected to the first section (28) and an onshore facility (27) is
embedded in the seabed (11).
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CONTROL OF A WIND PARK WITH FLOATING TURBINES

Nº publicación    01/03/2023EP4141253A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen A method (1000) of controlling wake (520) in a floating wind

park (100) is provided. The wind park comprises a plurality of
floating wind turbines that can change position and/or
orientation during operation. The plurality of floating wind
turbines comprise an upstream wind turbine (110) and a
downstream wind turbine (120), wherein the downstream wind
turbine is positioned downstream of the upstream wind turbine
such that a wake of the upstream turbine has an influence on
the downstream wind turbine. The method comprises
monitoring (S1) a wind condition at at least one of the plurality
of floating wind turbines to generate at least a first monitored
wind condition, monitoring (S2) one or more parameters
indicative of a position and/or orientation of at least one of the
plurality of floating wind turbines to generate at least a first
monitored floating motion state and generating (S3) a control
parameter based on a parameter set comprising at least the
first monitored wind condition and the first monitored floating
motion state. The control parameter is derived from said
parameter set, wherein said deriving considers an influence of
floating motion parameters of an upstream wind turbine on the wake of the upstream wind turbine and considers an
effect of the wake of the upstream wind turbine on a downstream wind turbine. The control parameter is derived so as
to reduce the wake influence on the downstream wind turbine. The method further comprises controlling (S5), based
on the

Procédé pour le montage ou le démontage d’une pale sur une éolienne en mer et plateforme équipée pour la mise en œuvre d’un
tel procédé.

Nº publicación    27/01/2023FR3125504A1
Solicitantes DOLFINES [FR] 
Resumen PROCÉDÉ POUR LE MONTAGE OU LE DEMONTAGE D’UNE PALE SUR UNE ÉOLIENNE EN MER ET

PLATEFORME ÉQUIPÉE POUR LA MISE EN ŒUVRE D’UN TEL PROCÉDÉ. L’invention porte sur procédé pour
manipuler au moins une pale 11A d’un système 1 d’éolienne en mer comprenant une éolienne 2 et une plateforme 3,
dans lequel on monte provisoirement une grue 14 sur la plateforme. L’invention porte aussi sur une grue et une
plateforme adaptées à la mise ne œuvre de ce procédé. Figure pour l’abrégé : figure 1

OFFSHORE ASSEMBLY AND OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION SYSTEM AND METHOD COMPRISING SUCH OFFSHORE
ASSEMBLY

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4175876A1
Solicitantes SAIPEM SPA [IT] 
Resumen An offshore assembly to operate a facility, in particular an

underwater oil and gas production facility, has: - a
semi-submersible support structure (12) arranged in a body of
water (3) and having at least one tubular portion (13); a wind
turbine (14) to generate electricity and equipped with a tower
(15), a nacelle (16) and a blade assembly (18); and at least one
back-up power source mounted on the semi-submersible
support structure (12) to generate electricity; a plurality of
compartments (28,...,37) stacked on top of each other within
the tubular portion (13), in which each of the compartments
(28,...,37) is dedicated to housing respective equipment to
perform respective functions; and a cooling and ventilation system (41) to cool and ventilate said plurality of
compartments (28,...,37).
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OFFSHORE ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING A FLOATING INSTALLATION OF AN OFFSHORE
ARRANGEMENT WITH AT LEAST ONE ENERGY CABLE

Nº publicación    15/02/2023EP4135137A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen An offshore arrangement (8), in particular offshore wind farm,

with at least one floating installation (9, 10), the at least one
floating installation (9) comprising:a floating foundation (11),at
least one mooring line (14) for mooring the floating foundation
(11) to the seabed (13), andat least one energy cable (16) for
transmitting energy to or from the at least one floating
installation (9) to or from another offshore and/or onshore
installation (10), the at least one energy cable (16) being
attached to the at least one mooring line (14).By attaching the
at least one energy cable to the at least one mooring line, the at
least one energy cable hanging from the foundation to the
seabed is better protected from loads caused by the dynamic
offshore environment.

METHOD OF STOPPING AN OPERATION OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    15/02/2023EP4134543A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen It is described a method of stopping an operation of a floating

wind turbine (1), said wind turbine (1) comprising a floating
body (4), a tower (2) mounted to the floating body (4), a nacelle
(3) mounted to the tower (2), a rotating hub rotatable mounted
to the nacelle (3) and having a plurality of blades (6), and a
generator connected to the hub for generating electric power.
The method comprises the steps of: receiving a stop request for
stopping the operation of a floating wind turbine (1);
determining whether or not the stop request is non-critical to
allow a delay or attenuation of stopping the operation of the
floating wind turbine (1); and delaying or attenuating the
stopping of the operation of the floating wind turbine, when the
delay of stopping the operation of the floating wind turbine (1) is
allowed, so as to attenuate a wind turbine pitch movement.
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OFFSHORE STRUCTURE WITH CASTED JOINTS AND USE OF IT

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4178852A1
Solicitantes STIESDAL OFFSHORE AS [DK] 
Resumen An offshore structure (1) with tubular braces (110) that are

joined by joints (125) at nodes (120). The tubular braces (110)
may be made of steel. The joint (125) is formed by means of
casted concrete or grout in a receiving joint volume (150) in one
or both of the braces (110). Also disclosed is a a keel structure
formed by braces (110) and joints (125) as outlined and a
combination of a wind turbine and such offshore structure (1).

CONTROLLING A FLOATING WIND TURBINE AT CRITICAL FREQUENCIES

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4172496A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen A method (500) for controlling the rotor speed of a floating wind

turbine (101, 102, 103) including a floating foundation (120), a
tower (130), a nacelle (160) and a wind rotor (140) having at
least one wind blade, the method comprising the steps of:-
identifying (501) at least a first critical frequency (f1, f2 f3) of the
floating wind turbine (101, 102, 103),- calculating (502) a first
plurality of critical rotor speeds (R11, R21, R31) of the wind
rotor (140) respectively corresponding to each critical frequency
(f1, f2, f3),- calculating (503) at least a second plurality of
critical rotor speeds (R12, R22, R32) of the wind rotor (140) by
dividing each critical rotor speed (R11, R21, R31) of the first
plurality of critical rotor speeds (R11, R21, R31) by a frequency
coefficient (N),- for each calculated critical rotor speed (R11,
R21, R12, R22, R32) being lower than a maximum operational
speed (Rmax) of the wind rotor (140) defining (504) a critical
speed interval (T11, T21, T12, T22, T32) including the
respective critical rotor speed (R11, R21, R12, R22, R32),-
operating (505) the wind rotor (140) at an operative rotor speed
outside each defined critical speed interval (T11, T21, T12,
T22, T32).
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FLOATING PLATFORM FOR SUPPORTING OFFSHORE POWER GENERATION STRUCTURES AND METHOD FOR MAKING
SAID PLATFORM

Nº publicación    29/03/2023EP4153471A1
Solicitantes SEAWIND OCEAN TECH HOLDING B V [NL] 
Resumen A floating platform (1) to support offshore structures intended to

generate electricity, this platform comprising a load-bearing
support base (2) made of concrete and defining a longitudinal
axis (L), this support base (2) being provided with three vertices
(3, 4, 5) and an intermediate point (6) located near its geometric
center; a plurality of vertical bodies (8) made of concrete which
extend from the support base (5) at said vertices (3, 4, 5) and at
the intermediate point (6). A vertex (3) of the load-bearing
support base (2) is arranged in a longitudinally forward position
with respect to the other two vertices (3, 4) and the
load-bearing support base (2) comprises a pair of main
connection arms (18) suited to directly connect the vertex (3) in
a longitudinally forward position with respect to the other two
vertices (3, 4) so as to define a substantially arrow-like shape in
plan view. A method for the construction of a floating platform
(1) to support offshore structures intended to generate
electricity.

TOWING OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    15/03/2023EP4146934A1
Solicitantes SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK] 
Resumen It is described a control system (170) for stabilizing a floating

wind turbine (100), the control system (170) being connected to
at least one sensor (271, 272, 273, 274) and at least one
actuator (281, 282) of the floating wind turbine (100) and
configured for:determining a difference (231) between the
floater orientation and a predefined desired floater orientation of
the floating wind turbine (100) during towing of the floating wind
turbine (100),actuating the at least one actuator (150, 283)
during towing of the floating wind turbine (100) for changing the
floater orientation of the wind turbine to minimize said
difference (231).
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METHOD FOR TRANSPORTING AND ASSEMBLING MODULES FOR FLOATING SUPPORT STRUCTURES

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4168305A1
Solicitantes OCEAN VENTUS AS [NO] 
Resumen The invention concerns a method for assembling one or more

floating support structure at an assembly site using a plurality of
floating sections produced at a production site distal from the
assembly site. The floating support structures are suitable for
supporting a windmill system comprising a windmill tower, a
windmill nacelle and windmill blades. The floating support
structure is particularly suitable for transport as modules on
heavy-lift vessels over large distances and assembly of these
modules in sea.

FLOATING SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR OFFSHORE WINDMILL

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4168302A1
Solicitantes OCEAN VENTUS AS [NO] 
Resumen The invention concerns a floating support structure, preferably

a semi-submersible support structure, suitable for supporting a
windmill system comprising a windmill tower, a windmill nacelle
and windmill blades. The floating support structure is
particularly suitable for transport as modules on heavy-lift
vessels over large distances and assembly of these modules in
sea.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TENSIONING A HYPERSTATIC SYSTEM

Nº publicación    05/04/2023EP4158189A1
Solicitantes SAIPEM SA [FR] 
Resumen The invention relates to a method and system for tensioning a

hyperstatic system (1) comprising two structures connected to
each other, the method comprising: a step a) consisting of
connecting, by means of at least one non-adjustable tendon (6)
and at least one adjustable tendon (8) which is formed by a
tendon coupled to a cylinder (8a) in an initially retracted
position, an upper structure (2) to a lower structure (4) which is
positioned below the upper structure while maintaining zero
tension in the tendons; a step b) consisting of applying a force
to the upper structure and/or the lower structure in order to
tension each adjustable tendon and to deploy the respective
cylinder thereof, the tension of each non-adjustable tendon
remaining at zero; and a step c) consisting of progressively
increasing the force until the tension of each non-adjustable
tendon reaches a threshold value which brings about a load
transfer from the lower structure to the upper structure so as to allow the lower structure to be supported by the upper
structure.

FLOATING SUPPORT STRUCTURE WITH A STABLE VERTICAL FLOATING POSITION FOR CONNECTION TO A
HORIZONTALLY POSITIONED TOWER OF A WIND TURBINE

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4168300A1
Solicitantes OCEAN VENTUS AS [NO] 
Resumen The invention describes a floating support structure (1) for

connection to a tower (101) of a wind turbine (100) without
using a crane for mounting the tower (101). The support
structure (1) comprises a first and second pivot line buoyancy
unit (3, 5 4) having a pivot line (2) between them and a top
buoyancy unit (5), wherein the top buoyancy unit (5) is
positioned in a top corner of an isosceles triangle (T) with equal
sides extending from the top buoyancy unit (5) to each of the
first and second pivot line buoyancy unit (3, 4) and the support
structure flange (15) is positioned on the lower half of a
perpendicular line (H) from the top corner. The inventive
support structure (1) have a stable vertical floating position with
the first and second pivot line buoyancy units (3, 4) floating in a
body of water and the top buoyance unit (21) vertically above
them.
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DISCONNECTABLE MOORING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    29/03/2023EP4153473A2
Solicitantes SLLP 134 LTD [GB] 
Resumen A disconnectable mooring system for offshore

semi-submersible floating structures. A disconnectable buoy
has a number of mooring lines which include a buoy chain
between the mooring chain and the buoy. The mooring chain
and the buoy chain are connected via a three way mooring
connector, with the third connection configured to pull the
mooring connector to a mooring point on the structure. In a first
configuration the buoy is disconnected and supports the
mooring chains for recovery at shallow depths to be pulled in. In
a second configuration, the mooring lines are pulled in via the
mooring connectors thereby providing a spread mooring to the
structure with the buoy chain left as a catenary between the
buoy and mooring point.

FLOATING WIND SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE WITH T-SHAPED PONTOON

Nº publicación    08/03/2023EP4143079A1
Solicitantes BASSOE TECH AB [SE] 
Resumen A moored floating offshore wind semi-submersible platform (1)

with at least three columns (201, 202, 203) characterized in that
columns are supported on a T-shaped underwater hull made up
of two elongated pontoons, where one pontoon (12) is
perpendicular to the other pontoon (11) and a method that allow
that the semi-submersible platform (1) is constructed in
hull-assemblies and blocks at a first location, transported
efficiently to a second location close to the final offshore
location where the hull-assemblies and blocks may be
assembled quay-side while floating in the water. The platform
will support at least one wind turbine (301) on a supporting
structure (tower) (302) but may also support two turbines and in
the latter case the platform will be moored offshore with a
mooring turret to allow the platform to align in a favourable
direction to the wind.
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FLOATING VESSEL FOR ENERGY HARVESTING

Nº publicación    22/02/2023EP4136337A1
Solicitantes OFFSHORE POWER PLANT [NO] 
Resumen The invention relates to a floating vessel (1) for energy

harvesting, comprising:a hull (2), and a wave power plant (10).
The wave power plant comprises:an inlet (11) arranged to
receive waves of water, said inlet (11) leading to a transport
channel (12) arranged with an angle to convey and lift water
entering the inlet (11),5said transport channel (12) leading to an
elevated basin (13) arranged to receive water, and said basin
(13) having an outlet to a turbine (14T) below said basin (13),
said turbine (14T) running an electrical generator (14G) for
converting the potential energy of the water to electrical energy.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR INSTALLING WIND ENERGY COLLECTION MODULES

Nº publicación    15/02/2023EP4132843A1
Solicitantes HYDREMANCHE [FR] 
Resumen Supporting structure for installing wind energy collection

modules comprising: · at least one shaft (11) supporting the
tower (12) of the wind energy collection module (1), the main
axis XX' of which is substantially vertical; · at least one
longitudinal girder (2) arranged at the periphery of the shaft (11)
in a plane containing the main axis XX' of the shaft (11), and a
short end (28) of which is either rigidly connected (17) to the
shaft (11) or by hinges (23) and/or by means of a guide bar
(26), and/or by a single (21) or double (22) articulated
parallelogram; · at least one block (4), connecting the
longitudinal girders (2) if the wind energy collection modules (1)
are installed, and · at least one block (4) secured to the
structure by anchoring cables (7) if the wind energy collection
modules (1) are floating; · at least one floating caisson (6)
connecting the longitudinal girders (2) in the case of floating
wind energy collection modules (1).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=EP4136337A1
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DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ERECTING A WIND TURBINE WITH A TOWER AND TWO BOOMS EXTENDING FROM THE
TOWER

Nº publicación    08/02/2023EP4127453A1
Solicitantes AERODYN CONSULTING SINGAPORE PTE LTD [SG] 
Resumen Device (10) for erecting a wind turbine (100) with a floating

foundation (110), a tower (120) arranged on the floating
foundation (110) and two booms (130) extending from the tower
(120), with an energy conversion unit (150) that is arranged in
each case at a free end of a boom (130) and has a rotor (140),
characterized by an auxiliary tower (40) with a rope system
(44), connected to a winch (42), for lifting the energy conversion
units (150) that are connected by the booms (130) to the tower
(120) of the wind turbine (100).

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=EP4127453A1

